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Digital Computer Tahoratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT DIFFERENTIAL VIDEO PROBE

Tor Test Equipment Committee

From Henry E. Zieman

Dates June 19, 1953

Abstracts The circuitry, use, and specifications for the differen=-
tial video probe are discussed. The probe permits the
viewing of small differential signals in the presence of
large common signals. A bandwidth of 5 cps to 9 mc at a
gain of 0.4 has been achieved for signals from 0 to h volts.

The differential video probe is an adapter for use with any
scope to permit the viewing of small voltage variations across come
ponents which are not at any fixed potential. The circuit is shom
in Be522h. Essentially it consists of a simple differential ampli-
fier (V1) with a constant current load for the cathode resistor (V2).
This gives a high common mode rejection. Rl, R2, and R12 together
with filter capacitors C3 and Cl, form a voltage divider between 0 and

The signal isv. which sets the bias on the grids of Vl and V2.
coupled to the amplifier through Cl and C2, and reappears at a termina=-
ting resistor at the scope. Ll provides the necessary d-c coupling of
the probe chassis to the power supply ground, and yet isolates the
chassis from power supply ground at RF signals to permit the output
cable to be terminated and grounded at the scope.

In use the probe is placed conveniently near the circuit to
be analyzed to maintain short connecting leads which are fastened to
dl and J2, A positive output occurs when Jl is driven positive, J3
is connected to a 93-ohm cable which is terminated (93-ohm termination)
at the scope. The power supply requirements are 35 ma at 450 v. DC,
and 1.8 amp at 6.3 v. AC at a d-c level of -150 v. Two means are

If a power supplyavailable to provide this filament supply level.
jack is available which has no other equipment connected to its file
ment transformer, the power plug of the probe may be connected to
this jack and Sl (on the probe) set to the "By-passed" position. If
the filament transformer is being shared with other equipment, the
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isolation transformer T~] must be plugged into X1 and sl set to the
position.

The gain of the probe is 0.) for input volteges less than \volts. shows the variation in gain and output voltage as a
function of input voltage for inputs up to volts. The gain is also
a function of frequency, being flat at 0.4 from 10 cps to 1 me and down
3 db at 5 eps and 10 me. Sha54h3=G shows the upper end of this fre-
quency response. The rise time has been measured at approximately .05
psec. The common mode gain (both inputs moving equally with respeci to
ground) is 1074, The input impedance from to J2 is .05 pfd in series
with 2 megohms shunted by 12 pf. The input impedance from either Jl,or J2, to ground is 0.1 ufd in series with 1 megohms shunted by 16 pf,

Signed

HEZ/cs

ee: MIC Section Approved
Vacuum Tubes Circuit R. L. Best, Section Leader
Section

Magnetic Memory Section
vellum copies

Dede Crawford
Nate Edwards
R. Crago IBM - via Kromer

Approved
N. H. Tayal oup Teader

Drawings attacheds

SA8hbh-G
SA-)54)3=6
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Digital Computer laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJHOT; A MEMORY CORD

fo; Jay %, Forrester

From: Tavid R. Brown

Tate: June 30, 1953

1.0 GENERAL

These specifications are for a core to be used in a coincident~current.

magnetic.core memory with a two-to-one selection ratio, + 2 94 They are

based upon the pulse response of the core when driven by specified current.

pulse sequences, The current-pulse sequences simulate critical conditions

which will be encounted by the core in actual use. A post-write disturbing

pulse is assumed,
* The current pulses which drive the core boing measured

are carried by conductora which pass only once through the center of the

core, The pulse response of the core being measured is the voltage observed

across the terminals of a conductor passing only once through the center

of the core, so arranged that mutual coupling due to leakage flux is zero.

1, Jay W. Forrester, "Digital Information Storage in Three Dimensions
Using Magnetic Cores," Jour. App. Phys,, 22, PP. Jan., 1951.

Storage of Information," Proc. LRE, vol. 4, pp. 475-478; Avr., 1952.2, William N. Papien, "A Coincident�Current Magnetic Memory Cell for the
&

3. Invid R, Brown and Ernst Albers-Schoenborg, "Ferritos Speed Digital
Computers," Electronics, Vol. 26, No. 4, pp. 146-149; April, 1953.

% P. kK. Beltzer, Effect of Current Pulse Duration on the Pulse kenvouse

of M,@,C, Menory Cores, Digital Conputer laboratory Engineering Note

12533, March 10, 1953.
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2.2 Current Pulse Seauence (continued)

203

The basic prf is the reciprocal of the minimum time interval
between reference time points of two consecutive pulses,
All pulses heve the same duretion, rise time, and fall time.

The peak currents of the pulses are related to the parameter 1

as follows;

Write Pulse 1, = + I

Half.write Pulse 1, = + 1/2
Read Pulse 1, 2

Half.read Pulse Iu

dhe Pulse Hesponse »

The pulse response is the voltage observed at the terminals of 8

conductor passing through the core when the core is driven by a

read or half-read pulse, The voltage from a selected core is

the voltae observed when the core is driven by a read pulse; the

voltage from a half core is the voltage observed when

the core is driven by a half-read pulse, The response depends

upon the state of the core betore it is selected or half-selected:

In each case the voltage to be measured is the instantaneous

voltage meé& cured at a specified sampling time The voltages

of interest are:

selected one,. last disturbed by a helf.read pulse

elected zero, last disturbed by a half-read pulse

halfeselected one, last disturbed by a pulse

rYhz nelf-selected zero, last disturbed by a half-read pulce
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33la

The current-im1se sequence for the determination of ryy is;

Write Pubbe
Sampling Tine

n blalf-Read Pulses
Read Pulse

For v

Read Pulse n Hal€-Read Pulses
Read Pulse

For

Hal -Write
Prise Sampling Time

">I

Write Pulse Tine
o

n Half-Read Pulses

For r hz'

Halfwirite Sampling Tine

Pulse

n Hal-Read Pulses
Read Pulse



Note

Typical respouses are illustrated,

V, ~

t,

a

Symbol Tern
v Instentaneous Voltege

Switching Time

Peeking Lime
T sampling: Time
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3.0 PHYSICAL FICATIONS

3.1 Dimensions

The core is to be a toroid with rectanguler cross sections.
a

0,080 0,002"

male
0§00,00Z

Yine left by the molding operation will not project more than 0,001 in,

Eccentricity (distance between the centers) of the inside and

outside cylinders will not be more then 0.001 ing

@ Ellipticity (difference between the major exis and the minor axis)

of the inside or outside cylinder will not be more than 0.001 in,

3.2 Fracture

The core will be placed between two parallel smooth surfaces

'and withstand a total compressive force of 500 grams before

fracture.

7
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4,0 ELECTRICAL SP01FICATIONS

4,1 Pest Conditions

4,11 The Current Pulse

Overshoot shall be less than 2 percent

Droop shall be less than 2 percent

T, = 2.0 t 0.1 us
= 0.2 20,02 us

Tp 0.3 be

4,12 The Pulse Sequence

Basic prf shall be less than 2000 cps,

n= 8 (Except for determination of v when n = 8r 1

and n = 64, see below,)

4,2 The Pulse Response

The core shall meet the specifications listed in the table below

when the core 4s in still air with an embient temperature of 2rc.

1,2
a n 8 r hlT V. v vr 2 r hzp r hl

amp us pus ps nv mv mv
mex mio max min max max max max

0.90040.009 ane 0.4 0.2 0.10.60 0.130

0.82040.008 0.64 1.25 0.55 0.70 0.095 0.115

0,74020.007 0,65 wow 0.070 0.4 0.2 0.1

1, "hen n is inoreased from 8 to 64, shall not change more than 2 percent,
1

2, The peak amplitude of shall fell within the limits specified for r 1
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Response (continued)4,2 Zhe Pulse
At a temperature of by? C, the core shall meet tho specifications

listed below. g * 0,64 Mie

I Pr
amp

0.820 t 0,008 0.105 0,125

Signe
David RB, Brown

DRB/
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Air Traffie Uontrol Project
Servomechanisme Laboratory

Massachusetts Inssitute of Technology
Ganbridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT; INTRODUCTION TO CODING: PART I OF II PARTS

To: 6673 Project

From; David K. Israel

bate: September 29, 1949) Revive Sentsmer 2S, 950
Paper 7), 2, oC, bP :

Ihde report te Dased ou a Broup ut twelve lectures delivered
by W. G, in the spriag of 1944 as a part ue wrgs
Computativn at the Massachusetts Institute ot Technology. Thess lacturas
were given with the purpose of indicating the general veture cf the sequencs
of operations used by high-speed digite' computers 12 carrying out parti.& cular processes.

The accent in thia report ie u siwplicliy rather thar piv-
tundity: the object is ts eneble the recder to attain familiarity with the
uee cf the various computer orders, thi. being dous by the consideration
of a guater of simple cedes vatber than by a diseussion of general theors«
at goding. Mathematical considerations of atrore aré uot included aud
thare ta Little attempt to discuss the reiative merits of different methods

of attack on a problem, The particular codes that are presented serve
aimply as illustrative examples aud 1t is uot suggested that these codes

represent the Lest wethode ot handling the problems concerned,

in order te digauus coding 10 is necessary to specify the
havior of the computer for which the codes are to be written, Thia tepote
th concerned with coding for Whirlwind 1, 4 computer whose coding theras-
teristics include the use of the Ui perry oumber ayatem, 4 fixei Diuary polat,
and @ givgle address codes, it ia felt, nowever, that this report will
preavide a Jotroductiva te coding for computere with differeut charac-
teristica.

1 usee parallel operation fo whith all the digits of 4

wugher are paddled simultaneously Yather than in sequence, Lt nsene Teanga
hha to aseume that avaracr 8 atereeacands per

cbaractartaticn couls be expects ta atuteve ay average mpeed 2°

Leatwran ate per a

machine wi
Dea thie
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in its present stage of devalopment Whirlwind I is designed toa

handle binary numbers of a 15 digit length. This report will not consider
the use of doudle-length (30 digit) numbers to increase the accuracy or the
usa of scale factors to increase the range of the machine. These navers,
tegether with the control of input and output and certain epecial ervange-
ments to facilitate the use of subprograme, will be discussed in a later
report.

A computer program is defined as the sequence of operations by
waich a computer carries out a particular process. A computer code is
the set of instructions which must be supplied the computer to enable it
to execute a prescribed program. Broadly speaking, the instructions fall
into two parte: the orders that tell the computer what operations to carry
aut, aud the data upon which the computer is to perform these operations.

The principal internal elements of Whirlwind I with which we
stall be concerned are the storage, the arithmetic, and the control ele-
ueuts, These three elements are connected by a communication system called
the "bust, 'he storage element is used to bold both orders and numerical
data, the arithmetic element carries out mathematical operations,aud the
contro! element ineuree that the correct operations are carried out accord-
ing ta the ordars that are obtained in proper sequence frow the storage.

Seetiou I of thie report containe a statement of the vperationail
sttects of the computer orders. The rexzder need not look at this section

1% ig referred to in the text but ehould proceed to Section II. The
codea that will be described in the text are bound in a separate volume
4a that the reader nay refer simaltaueounly to a particular eo@e aud ta ihg
deecriptivns of the yrders used in that code.
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Section Description of Orders

The operations which are described in this sscticn ars those
operations that are needed for thie report. The : the
of these operations is incompleve, containing only what musded

for the present purposas.

For each order the following information is elven;

(1) beseriptive same fox the order
(2) Binary code ter the order
(3) fhe operation to be pertormed
(4) fhe effect of the speraticn
(5) Somments, where necessary

ta,

ha Ff

Clear aud ade

Olaar aC aud adn the contenoe 't reglater x inte ic,
ao. gonteauts relatar &.
Bh = sleared.

"Lear aud
LOCOL
Clear AG amd sobtract the ontevts of register x trom it.

ta) AC complement sf the contents of rerieter x
HR - @heared.

Near aid ate tude

Clear AU and aad ihe aleolute sagnituse of the contents
ragietar x inte LE,
BR » cleared,

dh4

LoLogs

oe poBitive ebeclute magnitude jf the contants of register x,(4) AY

Traneter Go

1090

(43 Register x cGntaing the conteuts of aoc, $ne prewicus contents
of register x baving been cleared {lost},

y

Trangier ths coautemtea x

fYabefer adirea. digits
91003
Transfer the riebt naud the addteae sBctiou
of the urder in register «

right-hand 11 digits i. tevieter x are the uae ae the
Aleite ot register *

hike undisturbed

a

Vortte in uso te

{ i
rjeht -hand digits in As,
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operationsArithmet

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

<1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

D)

ee)
(2)
i3)

14)

(5)

Add
10010
Add the contents of register x to whatever is in AC,
AC - the arithmetic sum of the previous contents of AC
and the contents of register x.
An alarm signal will be given and the computer will be
stopped if the magnitude of the sum (whether positive or
negative) is greater than or equal to one.

Subtract
10011
Subtract the couteats of regiater x trom whatever is already in AC,
AC the arithmetic sum of the previous contents of AC and
the negative of the eontents sf register x,
The «amé provision for alarm and stop as in ad.

Multiply and round off
Oo

Multiply the contents of register x by whatever ds in AU aud
oft the raault to one register lenges,

AC - the left-haod 15 digita vf the produst oF the original
sontents of AC with the eantents of register x, round cit
having been performed (one being added to the right-most
digit of AC if tha sixteenth digit sf the product was 4
RH cleared.

B a

Multiply apd nold full product
1LC01

(3) Multiply the econteats of register x by whatever is in al but
do not round off.

(4) AQ - the left-most 15 digite of the digit product, not
rounded-off, with the preper eign associated .
BR - the positive absclute value of the rightmost LF
of tha 3G digit product, followed by a Zero in BRLS ..

After the left-hand section bas been atored, ab al 1S order
eau bring the right-hand aection from BR into AC with the

proper sign assuctated with it. 'The el 15 mist be pertormed
before AC ia cleared, otharwiee the sign will be lost

ou &

iL) Divide
(2) LLOL0

Divd de the sonteuts af AL by whatever 4m io register z.
(4) aC ~ +0 or -O depending on whether the algn af the quotian?

order, uringe the Lest into AG with the pfepat ater
with it see eke,

fae ore .
the value o the quotient eo

tigures abare is sign digi aad all digite
ar significant to allow corract round off to b

gi arden)
tha Jv al Jo,

t the dividand ie sreater than the divisor, at tint one quotient



el pn iL}
(2)

(5) ~continued-
exceeds one, an alarm is given and the computer BODES. af
the quotient equals ona, the srror will be detects'

dv x

subsequent sl order, for round off in the sl will :

overflow. This is because the 16 digit quotient in <R wilt
consist entirely of ones if and only if the divisor and the
dividend are exactly equal.

Shift operations

shift Left
11011
Shift the contents of AC aud BX n places to the left.
aC the siga digit remaiue unchanged, All cther digits in
AC and BY are shifted places to the left and the result is
roundad-otf,. Digits shifted left out af AC 1 are lost,
YH = e@aared,
38 in sr the sign is veused and remembered so that the enift
an? round-vff can be performed using posttive numbers. Digite
that are abifted left out af AU 1 are lest and uo alarm is
given, but an overflow caused by the round-olf performed after
shifting is ccompleted will give au alarm and siop the computer.
The order 6) 0 will be correctly interpreted, ite anly affect
Deine a round.off.
: hd ft rieht
211.09
shift the contents af AC gad EP ou places to tne right,

2,

4) A « the cooteote of av shifted ou platen to the right
and rounded-alz
BR + cleared.
The algn ia avused and remembered and the sumper im ab is
complemented it uegative «2 that the shift acd row a off
can be usiog peaitive numbers. The racanties on
the left~band enc are filed with zeros. After the auift
a? round-otf the contents of AC are aeain complemented if
the number was uagative, The order sr U will be correctly
interpreted, ite culy effect being a round-off. When ani
goly when the digits in AC 1 to AG 15 apd in BRE are ali
ones pricr to tne shift and round-off of am aru order, the
reugd-off will cause ao overflow which will give an clarm
and etop the somputer,

ayais fact r

o> a :: : : :
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:

ocele facier opera tiaz

A (4) AQ - the previous content of AC and BR ao cezhed
magnitude is 21/2 ana <i,
AR - Ghe remaining digits of the pravious contents o7 RY
after the shift,
The address section of register x contains the number of
shifts made (the scale fector). If the magnitude of the
nuaber in was alvsady 1/2 andl, no shift is made
and gets te stered in register x, (If, the number in ac and
BR was identically 1t remains zero and some indication
will ba giver, perhaps by atering the tactor 35)

'5) Pha gten ie seneced anu remambered and tne rumber *n 32

AG is again complemented if the number was negative. Consis~
e tie 2 ore che "Po i3 &

7
@

POCLEIVe Taxnltude,
number atored In the addrevs section of register * 18

a tnterer, av in the address sactiou of av order.
a'yea fot baad five ei te of rgisesr x ace undisturbed. as
ina td order,

:

nagative Atter the acaling is compleied,

Via' ty{ v

EL re

wf

4 Sunprieras

rang' vie reatwret ad treas tc the pr Blatt
Frugrem vain &,

program wountar determines the addrass of the guctage: Pegi aie?
from whieh the next order is bea taken Ay ar ealk upeta-
Siow the contents ot the program counter are vrdinarily
tovreased by me A subpregram order the program
counser asd sanniitites the slorage rugisier address.
in obs saupre gran order itself The vext crder ds vonsacusuily
taken from this new regiates addreags.

eno uci Lavolve the

Conds : progrem
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Section II. Fundamental Concepts

&, Binary and Decimal Nunber Systems

1. A number in the decimal system is represented by a set of
digite and a decimal point. The selection of these digits is restricted
to the values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6 7, 8 and 9. The value and the posi-
tion of each digit with reepect to the decimal point specify a multiple
of a power of 10, the multiple being equal to the valve of the digit and
the power being determined by its position. For example:

+Qx10 +2x10 +5 x104025.809 = 4 x 10

+8 x10 +0x10 +9 x10

3 2 1

~321

2, in «a similar Saat GO « binary number 16 expresasd by 6 wet
of digdite and a binary point; in thie sase the digits are restricted ta
peing either O's or L's, The position of each 1 witb respect te the
binary point specifies a power of 2. For exarple:

dxe HO xe010,013 bake x 2oO x

22+ L

Lu
pe

3r 32
3

2 +

fn tee blrary eystem, then, ime hum bere afte Dads up vt owas at 23 ds
the decJma: aysten the numbers ara mada up of , maltiplse of poware of iG.

may te performed oy the direct (deciaai avetem) addition of the epecified
puwere of 2. Given the binary number 1OL).011 the canvareton proceeda
as followas

3. The conversion of a oumoer frow binary form to decimal form

1010.01) = > 3> 2+ 2

8 L/u +

or é + 21 : :

10.57
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Hota k

"ers of 2 from the decimal form, Given the decimal number 10,378:
proceeds as follows:

:

The highest power of 2 ix 10.375 ie 2? or 83

10,375 8 = 2.375
1

The highest power of 2 in 2.375 da 2 or 2:

2.375 2 = 2 3fh

ine highest prwer of 2 in .375 ie 2 or .25.

0 3 TA) 124

Ana .125 je ?

Hence 1O,5/5 = 2 +P +P +2 or JOL0,1)

2

4

4 4

*) A yottdon vt 4 Fads e of binary decimal equivalents is given
celéw.

+
Binary Decimal Binary

q 1 4.02.00
2 4c sO 11119

4G 103900
400 410016

3 VOUT)

Vecimal

EQ] 50 122400
ZAC 3000144

? 113 gO
1013030

Lowi
1 1010 p1PTLOLOO

{Om %211191.000

4. Pwo rather Imvertant facts aivuld be usted with respect
the Linary and decimal representations of number

'a) Phe cevpresentation ef a aumber in the blaary syetem wil
require approximately 5 1/3} times as any digit positicns
as the renresentation yf tha uumber in the decimal aysten

ib) Muitinlication of a binary number by a positive integral
power of 2, aay 2°, Le squivalent to shifting the binary

cation by aezative integral oowert of 2, say wharepoint 3f the aumbex digite to the right; for multipli
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k is positive, the binary point is shifted digits the
Similar remarks are applicable to multiplicst :

vy integral powers of 10 in the decimal system.
left.

(it should te obvious that in the above-described shifting
the algnificant reevlt is the relative shift between the
digits and the binary (or decimal) point. This relative
shift may be achieved with the digits held fixed and the
binary point moved, or with the binary point fixed and the
digits moved.)

'he binary aysteor of representation is particularly well suited
fer s {tai cumputer since tue machine need only distinguish and store
treo type at digits, O's or 1's, instead of the ten different digits of
the decide, system. The development of computers along logical lines

: to 6
feavure ot the binary «) shea is the relative ease encountered in perforauing
arithmetic upon dDinary numbers.

On only duformatiou in binary form all
be to eanregssed ae i ta ary cumbers, all computer orders are

@ in toe Binary number aves 6m,

er yes and no" system, Another desirable

+ at:

Ly t

om,

BegSevers: Lypes idencification

4 The word regisver le ueed te danote a poy sical meecs
she cite a set of Sinary digite. Bact digit poeition within a regiete"
le Pe, by 6 udgee awitch, relay, flip-flop, or spot position
in at electrostatic atorege tubes, etc. The particular digit our 4)

af any digit position is represented by ths phyeical condition of
the corressondinge switch, relay, flip-flep, or apat.

"he sev of digtts stored in a register fe known as a word.
"re neater of digitea in a word ie determined 2y the nuwher of digit posi
lunge ip a tegiater or tre register length. Tas register length of Whirl

wing J 8 16, hence all words are composed of 16 binary digits.

). "he words which vay be etored tn the rezletera of the sompatey
ate of twee types:

Numbers ti te used ty the scitnmetic element.4 ry

Orders to te rad by the 2 «lame wt.
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4, The registere within the computer are of two types: tne
registers and the storage registers. The se

have beer named in accordance with their operetional
ere referred to oy those names or abbreviations thereof; the term
hus been reserved, generally speaking, for use in referring to one of the
storage regiaters of the computer.

oa er

5. Three of the special-purpose registers have particula>
importance in the arithmetic element of the machine. These are:

ta) the "a" register (aboreviation: AR)

ib) the regtater (abbreviation; BR)

qhest : louse Ads ime atartim at ine saft are Genovese a ARO,

the '(abbrevintion. AC}

ARL, AR? AHL. 4 eimijar sotatinu 4d» asec for deatenatiny, digit
peattionr in the AC aud the BR. This 'e shown delaw for the Ac.

+ lO Vigtt bagteter --

ach :

foe :Ugit Foeitions of "ne Arcupulator

one ds poe ce ventent 4 or ueght of ae the ext 8
the a0, Ie thle eoyscdts o> uged o> tate the sevoud half of a procuat

twy be or ton quetient of diviston In tas
don of ae a digit Old er by anothar a digit number producad a Dumbo

wiih em Wekte.) mn, affecte of ths various ocders the av and Pr

are described in Section I. For the present ourpeses it will not be neces
gary ty Connider the ses of the 4k.

4 Vue wy

puaitioor fo etectrostatic Bach regi er raginter

nunters are ased for these adivaaaas, sermitting the ron

These 2043 regietere compriee the Inte trostat Le aterage or memory
of the corpatar.

je Identifies ar address in bE even di pat5 mary

Or r 044 ay tregees running from O to ™

tee tiften » only itn address,
reve in any { t : It la fe vedacatwod that the
1 wot 4: 4 address
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Representation of Nunbers

1. When registers are used to hold numerical 7
usc in calculation the content of the first (left hand) digit poelt.on
indicates the sign of the number, A 0 indicates the storage of &

positive number, a] the storage of a negative number. In writing out
the contents of a register used to hold a number it is convenient to use
an oblique stroke (/) to separate this sign digit from the remaining

2, ithe representation of positive numbers is direct. If a
register. contains the digita

U/1031.09201 900100

the qumber represented te tne preitive binary aumber

+ 2011007010003 06

wera, eince the gig, digit is 2, the 1& numerical digits are obtained
directly fiom the right nan 45 digitu in the regieter. The

: dinary potat
ie pluced at the sefi haud end. with this representation all positive
multiplea of o- frog

6 2

»15 numerical digits.
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4, Thua when the sign digit te 1 the numerical digits of s
'ater must not be interpreted directly -- their complemente w

wnary point at the left hand end and preceded by a negative sign.
the desired (negat ive) number, With thie representation ail negative

:

multiples of

Cau

from

= 1/1111121131111210
152

to - (2 - 2°) 1/00Q0ND000A00000

be eatored in « singles register,
tas two Cepfeseitattons, asnely:

4g Le calles positive zero?:

ant *,hdasb$ ttt): hdI tbte da callea negative zero)+

4 yee thaws sta He
4 codes we gre .imited to by umarte al

AR (betes 8 Wea, a tT waya Tr
re oe sfe tha It te

be ote tw pe tape 6 7, teat ater eit,
uae f a: & fa ters. of

Le Ur taper Fe be 6 bs

Aeprevetsa aur f Orders

we RIOR tw 6 Ne Thiel spe Ut

a nerform: «en : : the addrees of the ragtater
Aon hk "pac, Se mo oF rent 4 a i)

whit? ogre ace wh ere ne gf6 er doen 00 it,

:

t Te ip tyine etwean 2a 2
+ :yr a :

de Ty
4 a

4

riptien

widert 3+

elation rm J: :

te 7 4 af; Ya
7

& f

oat Ln Pots waiter ie:

"21 a

Atecueped an Seniten iV:
uw order: a five digit : :

ay st 1 te. Atetinct wy de @:44
: :

iPay y
m are4 4

4 :
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3. In the representation of an order, an oblique stroke
33 separate the operaticn and addiess sections. An exaaple uv

3. would then be

10010/00011010001

Since 10010 is the ccde for the ad operation and 90011010001 is the
binary form of 09, the order is ad 20.
E. Orders and Nunbers

h. The previous discuegion of the use of registers for orders
and numbers dues not imply any nermanent division of registers into tha
two types 4 register which is used for an order in ons program may be
used for @ aumber tn another

2. be tw poastble casey af a register may ts shows pictoraaliy:
s

ESP&) :

1

OBLeES NM BERS

i, 4

: SIGNPMA N

t

:

rat 5 digits
{t b& be Galkhug 3f two xtnve oF

wunvera, [he adareanes of asa Integara aut are Cepre-
gerhed b LL digs' olaary vamtars wito ine oinary point an the clant,
Lhese sunbete andy tes Lb right bpao digit mraitto. of 4 register

teed OW a
a a

weet bi camoutatiow awe

xr ation wun ers:

r#43 all a pit psvitiongs the deft jane dtett yo Gri
Serr wee' the etpgu. vente faaes Tt wit} te nver leat 3
jz, vit peta

ate ua@ltiva bu-eeare, whe

44

3+

gt qu
may, : noise eft. alana, OY :

:
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Genera Operating Procedure

l. We are now ir a position te discuss the general
procedure of the computer. The control element contains a special eleven
digit counter known as the program counter. This program counter holds
the addrees of the register from which the next order is to be taken.
The control element then proceeds to carry out the order whose addresr
ig in the program counter by performing the snecified operation upon the
quantity at the specified address section of the order.

2. ror auample, assume that register 973 contains the orier
in binary code) ca $54, and that register 854 contains the quantity

.areo tu binary form), Reference to the description of the opera
tins °as" 40 Section 1 shows that when the address 9/3 ia placed in the
proe Tam vaunter, the control carries out tha order stored in register

: and proceeds to place the quantity 5794 inte the ac.:

5. the vosuletion of ihie order the aumber jn the
ccuster ja chacgad, ths tringtng inte effect a new addrgea and

urder. Un Yu v : ab overation the «umber in the program counter te
uy one a each operation, with ihe result thal the ordere

ace withdrawn from storage consecutively. Methods of changing the
8 Chas of ordery are deseribe' fa Section IIT,

7 bet

iicen "vim of » vode

tie weiite: f rv S je eaqaires if kas at Gwo "a, whi,
vo tira. of w let indicates t*- addruse 0- oe} regietar, and the secon?
wht' tie content of hat Tepieter, "hap the conteal te 34: 4 CAL ee

eg ta, sond cakumm eplite tove two parte, the fire' part eoatainingea
and Th aecoud tre address; when the outwut of the veglaber

6 ti4 baz column splits tote the siga and the numerical
representation of 4

4

af thla section).
Shay anbrtes ip tlre cde whal Da tos following two

+ata Ihe rat wets Ppt
/Sontaut)

6

(rae tyra ramet
isa tt its

: :
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ie lecimeyo 4m of (2) woud be (ali
Sar convenience):

1019 ca 346

which indicates that register 1019 contains the order "clear and adda com.
tente of register (address) 746",

4. An example of (b} would be:

1076 + : L3Lhy

which indicates that register 1076 contains the quantity + 135249.
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Section IIT. Some Element Coden

We are now prepared to exanine a few simple codes. in
tee case of Code I the actual codes themselves appear in Part the
report. In accordance with « procedure to be demonstrated
reader should follow the order~to--order progress of the codes, referring
when necessary to the descriptions of the orders presented in Sectisu I.
The reader should attempt to determine the effect of aach order af the
codes, checking such a determination against the stated effects printed
with the codes in Part Il.

For convenience the codes of this section deal with literal
rather than binary numerical quantities, it being understood that these
quantities lie within the capacity of a register.

Analysis of a Codede Samp
1 vode I: ca 14

2 or 14
& mr di
4 te 15

ca 14
& ar lz
? ad 13

ad 15
g ts 16

16 end of ecde
Li a
le
13
14 x
$d register)

2. 'tue regier cesume, uniaas otherwse Lustructed, Ena? the pfo-
@ram UNi ss initially contatus the first address listed in the leit or
address of a code. Zu

aa this case the lirat address js 1-

It shovld be noted that we are in no way restricted to beginning codes

at address 1; however, we must use a group of consecutive registers for
our orders. Wa may stare ordsrs in any group of conse.utive registers
provided that we make the appropriate changes in tha address secliuna
of these orders. Hence wo could just as well have used registers 256

through 271 for Code I, with worresponding changes in all the adcresses,

ing out the order in regisusr 1 ie to put the «oo:

tent of reeister 14, x, fn the progr coupler thos inreases
to read 2 and the order at that address is carried out This ordar haa

'The pext order (that at geddreas 4) tranefera the ake to ragieter 15.

:

the x tn tha AU by the ecntent ot register 14,the effect 31
multiplies the contentar %, heaving x

by
the AL The next arder

of the AY the content of register 11 @, leaving in the AC
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4, The results thus far can be written as follows;

Address

i ca 14 x in the Ac
2 mr 14 in the Ac
2 mr 11 in the Ac

Effecs of the ordersOrders

2

2

4 ts 15 in the AC2

ax also in register 152

&. Before continuing several points must be stressed.

a) Traugterring from one register tu another (theses may either
be spectal-purpese or storage registers) dses not alter the
content of the register from which the transfer was made.
In this ecpnection special note should be made of the affect
of thea arder at addregs 4 above,

u; iu transferring a word into a register the transterrad word
iz ont aftected by the original centent of that register.

betweap the operations ca and ad.
@ iHeace the original sontent register 15 is no conse~

quense.) In the same regard 3ne must note the difference

fue revainder cf Code I can be written out ag belows

Audreas Eitects of the Urders
oe 14 x in the Ac

ar je be in the AU

qi 12 {ox * su) in the AC

7 ad.15 (ax? + bx +c) in the AU

3 te Lh be + ec) in register 1&\ lax&
+ bx + uv) in the Avty 2

La the computer 1s ready for another code.

7 The wathlon of the sode Gas bean, then, to form fevaluate) the expressicu
as' + bx * , wheres a, b, and & are generally fixed Ccongtants and x 7

altered by changtug the content of register 14.

B Code J. EvaluatingPolynomials

* ta 7 uvriwp-by-ordar scalyntp mas te varrtied ts
* avec te the same ua that -1

weyet Sage {i de aore econcwical of orders : wace) and
ar

7
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hence takes less time for completion.

the following order of processes should de used:

The method used for forming the expression in Code II is 7 :

bs3 + exo 4to general polynomial forming Thus to form ax

a = (a) add

(a) ° x = (ax) multiply
(ax) + b= (ax + b) add

(ax +b) > x= (ax" + bx)
(ax" + bx) +o = fax" + bx +c) etc,
cox" + bx + o)x = (ax® + bx" + ox)

bax" + bx" + ox) > d= (ax® + bx" + ox + a) :

(ax? + ox" + cx + a) (ax* + ox? + cx + ax)

:

2 :

ax + bx tox + dx +a4 .3 24 3 ft+ ax) +bx cx2

and IV. Division

1. 1% eas previously mentions? (paragranh DL of Section IL) that ths
hana aleven digits sf au order are used to spaeify an address wil.

2ne impertant exception This sccure in the use sf the ahift osrdere

iar -- or gl --) where the address section specifies nly the uumber

slacar the digits are to be shifted to the right or left. In thie respe.t
rie duet differentiate betweeu the meatiug f tha 15 in the srder va 25
aud the order Bl 15. ca Ld srders the clearing of the AG and the
af the contents of register 15 into it; 2 15 orders the shifting left
hy 15 places of the in the AC and the RR,

A

Z YR ie actually an extension of tne av, and the quotient i» lett
there after a division naa been performed. In a aituation in which 1°

ig then Jesired to place the quotient of a division into the 4C the dv
yrpder nist be follewed bv an 8) 15 order,

.7.

% Wit, the adova remarks Codes IL) and TV ghould be examiued. (iow
ha obeet veda trum an examiuatioo of theese codes that wuen a divisicn a

to be carried out the divisor ahould be formed firet and gbored,
dividend ia then formed in the ac, the division can immediately te
formed by the dv srder.

u, vodew V & V and Sub-Pryeran Urders

yop & thts ind we bev aseoaed that after the uomplebton cf each
+ t Aas} Counter Le : by 1, that fe
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its next order from the next (storage) register. This is not completely
accurate, and when an order is completed one of three things may happen:

a) If the order was neither a subd-program order (sp)
conditional sub-program order ocp(-) . the content : 48
program counter is increased by 1 so that the next
will be taken from the next address in storage. After the
address 2047. the program counter reverts to address and
is ready to continues 2peration from there.

:

b) If the order was sp x, the address contained in the program
counter is changed ta read x so that the next order will
be taken from register x.

1t be seen trom thie remark that after the completion of a wcde
the next order should be ap x whem x is the address of register con-
tajulue the first order of the ssext code. will be superflucua if
the iw codes follow consecutively iu the storage register). Cudes I, Il,
if], ane IV ahould be ended with sp orders

lt the order was ep(-)x the content of the program
ie changed t x if and only 1f the number in the AC ip

tbat igeif the aleu digit position of the av
sootains aii if the sigu digit in the AC 1a a the.
the prograx coutinuss to the oext order.

ts tive

yaritcular regard tc ic) «*ove Lt must be mantioned that the sub-
thos of twa squal uurbere gives Tise to the negative zero, that la,

» with o negative sien digit. The seathematical aspects of thie are
in paragraph Bl ct Section 1V, but for the present it 1s Important

us yealize that the negative zero is sufficient to cause the chage in
the ptogran couuter deseribec in ().

yaa

+ SVUS EE

atte the abuve diacussion Codee 7 and Vi tan be luaspacted, Thege ate
wolch arpabpee in a certain order. For conventence ta under-

standing thease codes cue should initially assume « relationship avon
'adel [nat ts, for Code analyses the progrese for a> b, a = b, ani
4 o A aiuilar analysis be carried qut for the poasible

vt a, and « of Gane VI

'ine aoalywie st Code will ceveal that the 31 g au! b dy

ate bapt 4 + orteinally stvred.
a hb Bree pigs tt Leeegister 10, the mioimum in register lL

analyeats of 2D wuld that a, 4, aml g are
order ju revisters 26, 27, aud 28.
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Section LV. Arithnetiv end the Computer

more detailed Lavectigation will now be made af tne i
which srithmetic opsrations using binary numbere are perform...

For convenience in representation we shail assume
section that the avallable register Length is only 8, with a ai
aud seven numerical digits. The binary point is agesumed to oa : : : tely
toa the left of the seven aumerical digite, permitting the

cussion we shall use two positive tinary nuaters:

he
:

Pe
::

:
:

af numbers in the range ( 1 2 For the purposes of 6::

x + 01LOLOC
+. OOLLOILand y

aveotdanse with the revarks in Sevtivn [1 concerning the representation
"ft numerical ouantities within regis'ers, we see that the regists repre
sentatione of x and y are.

x
y Q/COLLOLL

10

WoW e, sy Whe ptaviougly a ted, fhe Gli qus stroes te

aten digit item the oumarical digits.
&

1. addi tion dar tha binacy system Le : aed eitn 49 usa cf cha

with ou carry, and 9 added he Gi gives 0 wits no carry Tn Tigascsa.

1 b :

+h *h YU
1 9

(Sab Ly

The addition : y is ap :

'1A pile rt the We uate YR ibs Binary wy eG 7

'a1 to L gives witb a carry ud f to vee

a :

: i LOL 1

11
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Kn The simultaneous addition of more than tw rumbers neat: ack
"9 considered since the computer adds only in pairs.

4 With register length of thse computer is not rend
numbers greater in magnitude than y-277 hence arrangements ost Me :

to stop the process of addition if at any stags the computor finég :

trying to add two positive numbers whose sum is greater than 1-27, This
state of affairs would be indicated by a carry from the left hand numerical
digit to the sign digit position. For an example, an attempt to form
2x + 2y would be as follows;

2x = 0/2101000
+2y = 0/0220110

0/1011110

0/0111110
a carry inte the sign digit position

Ths oceurrence is called an overflow since the sum has over-
flowed and requires another numerical digit position, An alarm is
aounded by the computer when such an overflow occurs.

B. Subtraction and Bnd-Around-Garry

1. In accordance wit! the previous discussion of Section Ti the
representations of -x and -y in the computer are

i 1/1001011 =

9/9110100 y ty = 0/0011011where +x

{t might be noted here thet the of a aumber is represented
tn tne computer by the complete complement of gli digits, including the

digit
2, ubtraction of « uumber ie pertormed by adding the nezative of

tte number Thug the operation ad ie replaced by a + (~b), The edditicn
ot two numvers of which either or beth are sagative ie performed by «
procese xnown ar end-ground-cgrry. The fact that thie process gives the
correet result will firat be illustrated by ssamples and then proved.

3. in the eod-around- carry proesa, the sign digite afe treated
esactly as if they were additional numerical digits, a carry frem the lett-
tan? numerical digit place veing added in the eign digit place, but a carry
from the aten digit place is taken around and added in at the ather end
in tne right-hand oumerical digit place.

3

+ :

t y :

4 Lumber bkwage biee oo D beg artes a yi
ha) Beta mumosrea negetive - fax ty) 4
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The possibility of overflow in the
which does not occur in thase exemples, and
s6ro sum will be considered Later.

The computer's prosedure in these
wrere an end-around-varry ia indicated by (
Case (a) x = 0/0110100

y = 0/0011011
0/0101111

0/0001111

ha
y + Re 1001111

Age dD}

UGLLGLID>e

bo
w 4

1
} 1010004

Laer'

= OfPOLLooL

Bae ws

yeh erd R/LISILTO

Came ods

= 1 Are 100

A

5
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It is easily verified that the value obtained for x - y 1s correct,
and the values of -(x - y) and -(x + y) are the complements of those
already found for x= y andxty,

5. To prove the validity of the end-around-carry procedure let 2 be any positive
sumber Less thea 1 which is represented by seven binary digits
4mmediately following the binary point. Denote by % the complemen-
tary positive number formed by complementing each of the seven
digits of z. Then

0.1311111
1 .000G000 = 0.V0000L

1-277
fhts equation may be written in the form

1 + 22-2
fhe number 1 + Z, beius greater thar cannot bs represented in,
the computer, but ite digite are precisely theeze used in the computer
ic represent the segative aumber -g, if the sigu digit is included

also that (x + Y<l to avoid overflow. The cases b, , 1 Of pata
4 will be considered iu turn

Let x anc y be of 2, xayrU, Aesute

vere (tu
The c puter's procedure in torming, x + (=, with end

a carry 16 equivalent to three successive oparaticus

(aj adding the ooober 1 + F ta x

(hb) aubtracting

the st two us perations belt; equivalent to the ated carry -

fat Frum aquation A for » = y

(cu; eddiny, C.00 DON, =

ey * (L Yj +e
=,

au "zoey = % (Lt ) " ::

"nls obovet tuat the Campi ber pre: eke prvduces tha career:

for x provided that
wecause frog b

Rt y= (x= y) 1
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from which 1t follows that the addition of x and mst produce o
1 in the sign digit place, which with the sign digit corresponding

:

to «y must produce an en

Cage (9)
Similarly the validity of the procedure for obtaining the

negative sum y + (-x) = - (x - y) is proved as follows. Equation A
applied to the positive number x - y gives

1 2 9
= =
= yt (1 + )

the algtte of tae positive number 1 +x= J are precisely the digits
that the computer ought to obtain in order to represent the negative
number -(x = y) and the digits of y + (1 + X) are those that the
computer actually does obtain, provided that there is po end around
carry, In this case end-around-carry cannot occur because fron
equation

X55 C1.

Vase (ai.

Consider finally the vuegative gua vt two :€ 4 1tive numbers
(ex, t fay) (x ty). It x + yal we nave an overflow condition,
which will be discussed in section below. If (x * yJc1 equation 4

gives
(xt y) + 2

2 pe (= y po et?( x +
2+

Thie zhows that the computer will obtain the correct representation
of the auystive number -(x + y) because au aud ie
produced by the two negative sign digits of -x and ~y.

C. Overt

trv ing to ado puaitive ounters x, y whoae oor G + PIL, it
must aateck tee overflow aud stop the conuutation. Io tie

whose nagnd is zl, tut th 4 computer, when trying to add tw sant

tive nuwabere (-x) and YAS t guard againut ty : poe tdoility that

adced, with the end-arcunu-carry, the sign digite are both L, aad

their addition will leave 0 in the sien digit piace. There wast
theretore be a carry from the lef ca) digite to give tbe

1. Jt base already bevu oxplaived tual, 1! i. 4

x + ( y) =A) tusre ig nO danger vt a sat+ (
tude

d (~yj are talig1.) ay 0sud (x Wnen (x)

Loan thes shen divit place that wiil 4udicate thas the su) is negative
A

wtaence ot thiy carry digit will indicate an overt Low.
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2. To prove this we notice that when the computer adds (-x)
and (-y) an end-around-carry is immediately produced by the additionof the sign digits. The sum formed by adding the numerical digitsis therefore

é

+1- (x+y)
<1 af(xt+

-2 -y) +2x) +7+2° (1-2 (1
7

3. The overflow control that the computer must provide whenit fe adding two numbers is therefore as follows:

occurs into the sign digit place.
Both numbers positive: - Overflow signalled if carry

Une number negative ; = No action.
Both numbers uerative: - Overflow signalled if no carry

occurs into the sign digit place.
D. Sniftiteand Koundoft

L. Multiplication and division will both be accomplished by
a combination of additions, shifts and complementing operations,It will not be necessaty to specify the methods used in detail, but
it ie important to stipulate that the actual operations of mitipli-
cation and division will be carried out with positive numbers, aby
necessary complementing being done at the beginning and end of the
process.

2 . shift operations also will be performed on positive numbers.
Thus if a negative number is to be shifted it 4s first complemented,
then the complement is shifted and finally the result ie complemented.

and the content of the accumue-
3, ihe operations of multiplication auc shift right produce

Lator may be rounded off by adding in a one in the right-hand piace
of the accumlator if the left-hand digit in the 2
g.ster ie aone, (Thig round off ie optional in multiplication tut
will always be carried out in ehifting right.)

Ugits in the register

4, The operation, are so atrangec that roucd-off te only
carried cut om positive numbers. For example, in forming the rounded
tt product x {~y) the uavchine cal the full pre t 4 of
the positive numbers x ang and rouuds off this positive preduct
before complementing to obtain the rounded off value of -xy.

5. In a atift right of a positive umber the vacated digit
at tae left of the accumulator are filled with zeros and,

after the round-off haa taker. place, the 5 ia
clearud, (Clearing means making all Melts zero.) Thus, if
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x = 0/0110100, the process of shifting right three places is as
follows, the Z indicates the beginning of the BR:

Initial value of x 0/0110100First stage of shift
Round-off effect.
Result 0/0000111

If = 1/1001011 ig to be chifted right three places, the first
step is to complement, giving x. The above procedure is then carried
out, giving 0/0000111, which is complemented to give the result 1/1111000.The

1/1001012

Round-off effect 1

Comp] enent 0/0110100Shift right three p aces

0/0000111Shifted complument
Complement bavk 1/1111000

6. exampln of a Case in which dyes uot produce
the addition of a one in the right-hand place of the accumulator, coo-
sicer the procese of anifting x four places to the right, which ig as

@
YOLOLOInitial value

Shift right four places [d10
Rgund=off effect
Result

3
OfonQU0LL

kor the negative numer -2 the procedure would Us

Round off effect ?
Couplement: back LALILLIC

Complensnat 9/0110100Shift right four places

1, in the alove discussion we have assumed
(x = 370, We now consider wat happens wien x - y = QO, when y
and when = y = Q.

"4,
=

2. in the computer ths numuer zero nae two repredentatious

(a) 9/0900:200
sud (») 1/1111111

@
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whe sets of digits (a), (b) have the same meaning. However,as they look differen' om the computer it is reasonable to refer to
them as positive zero and negative zero.

3. It will often be convenient in a computation to use theslg digit of some intermediate result to determine which of troalternative courses the computer shall follow. We must therefore
consider carefully whether a zero occurring during the course of a
computation will apcear as a positive or a negative zero,

4, It bas beer remarked that subtractions are replaced byadditions of complements, and that multiplicatione and divisions are
performe. by a series of aiditions, complementings and shifts. Now
the sum of a number and ite complement, i.e., x + (-x), appears on
the computer as the negative zero. For example

x = G/0110100
"x =

Qo = Xo =

(Nets that in the di goussicn ot case (b) in sectionB equation B

oG Carry into the aien digit place, so that ov end-around-
y=x> showing that the addition of x and x

Garr; takes place.) In particular the result of adding a positive
zero to a negative zero is a negative zero.

>. The only other way in which zero can afies by addition is
when two positive zeroes or two negative oner are aided together.
Thess can give

0 = 049 = 3/an0CIN8

aud

=
= MALLU
(heh iELL LL god arounc Carry

= 1/1211111

1

{t appears therefore that a subtraction can only give rise to a
positive zero when both hist invoived are zero, in tact, provided
x # 0 we can be sure that the result of the subtraction x - x will
be a negative zero.
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The occurence of positive and negative zeros in multiplica-
be discussed. It is perhaps worth remarking thet a shift ri :

a negative zero unchanged, because complementing: occurs befors a :after the actual shift.

tion and division is not #9 importaa$ and wil

.We have now examined what bapoens in the four cases of
Boos tion when x - y= 0 and when x =y =), Consider nowx # 0 and y = 0. It follows from the investigations of cages (a)
and (c) that, if y is represented by the positive zero, the addition
of to a non zero number has no effect on that mober. Also,in the investigations of cases (b) and (d) in sect on BR we write

y = .0O0L0C0
yo

) =2- 2
=Fyt (1 +

4t follows that the addition of nevative zero to a ag. zero number
dows act change that number.
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V. Codes of a More Complex Nature

A. Godes VII and VIII: Further Illustrations of Shifting
1. The round-off effects of the sr order were illustrated in

paragraph D of Section IV. A particular use of the sl order will now be
demonstrated. (Refer to qualitative discussion of the order in Section I.)
Assume the original contents of the AC were:

0/000000000100000

with tne YR cleared (filled with zeros). If the first order is sj 10 the
aC changes to:

9/000 YOO ENON

whet) wa aave lest 4 1 aincve any digite sniftec out of acl are lost.
SeCavae : : was originally cleared we have uu round-off at

eChe,) if we now Calow with a 81.20 order we are left in the AC with.

:
:

te rete tuatt «a ST or g2O order or tie oripinal contents
80 taode recuit, hut rather

J3 :

VEL, "ted, x 2
arin. dr. res 4 15. After 31 x 2 ds

:

:

: : :

cor are Le tne sh uf tine
so us Laya:

vows ty (2) atese go toay when the count
Cot a. lu wh sr LY ordre ct-ar the ACo

VLONIOY)Be x 16 (0;
:

:

2

Lo re + auf + @ it see

the deed i : two carte af eanh 3

Jey orutlets
e 'be of that

gd
: ne le

@u? € Thay srders th t Bical€

:
we pound, A) cauntities.bir r a ai 4

+
4 e

or ab ferent when written an aque toe tre
: ro
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2. Suppose that the order under consideration is ca 183. This
4 : represented register as

10000/00010110112
where 10000 ie the binary coded form of ca and OO010110111 is the binaryequivalent of 183. The result of adding

++ 215, represented by 0/00000C000000001 ,to ca 183 elves (neglecting the oblique strokes) -

(ea 183) = 1000000010110111

sie ald) 9902000000000001
~

10000000L0111000

e 10090/000.0111000 or ca 184

"higtle MA of 2° ly has locreaged bhe »iirass section of tha order
oy without affecting the operation. The ceding of thia modification
af the andress section would 26 ae follows, if it ie sesumed that regiater-120,. vootained the order ca 184 and regtater 945 contained + 2 2.

na LOS
at
te (to wners the sodified order te desired)

(Lo aasfay gees that ay of the avoce metnud whll permit tosayiifica ton of addrese sections of ordere oy othar valuer Cuan Le

3. AB ad ohher ssamp's af operatious with otdere cooaider Le
affect of the foliowloy sequaace of ordera:

ca 550
ea 190

waite replater Jeo soutaliog ine erder ca 184 (1.0000 aod ebar
coutatos ca 184 119000/00010110211);

ca $50 pute into the ac LOH ONL

194 odds ooa 183) er ORAM ELI
1 13 A 7 > r CESS

1»1

3
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k, In general the subtraction of two orders conveining tt» sane

of those orders multiplied by 2-15, In view of the remarks in EB of S0u~tlon IV, if both orders are equal the result of the above operation is anegative zero,

etion sections results only in the difference of the address snes

5. The above mentioned cperations and modifications of orders
are used extensively in coding and will be illustrated in the codes whichfoliow.

C. Codes IX and X: Cyclic Programs

1. One of the desirable aspects of Whirlwind I is the feature of
modifications and operations which the computer can upon ite crders.
When thie feature 1s coupled with the use of the cp order the machineis able to perform cyclic prugrame in which the same orders or slight modi.fications thereof are used over and over.

2. The use of cyclic programs permite a good deal of saving in
computer storage space, this deing illustrated in a comparison of Codes IX
and X. In these codes due to the large number of storage registere involvedliteral coefficients along with numbers are used for address designations.
An A is used to refer to the registers containing orders whereas B ia used
for numerical data registers.

3, Code 1X evaluates a polynomial in a Linear fashion using
the process indicated in Section II] paragraph Be, The code uses an + 4
orders. Code X aleo evaluates a polynomial using a cycle to repeat the
sinilar sequence of ordere, This neceesary sequence in Code X, orders
A3 through A6, have their address sections changed to permit handling
the various a coefficients. The subtraction of two orders is used to give
the necessary + or - quantity to permit regeneration of the cycle, Code x
unes 15 orders and thus if n 6 Code IX would be used, for 6 Code X
would be more economical.

4, It shoulda be acted that a cyclic code always requires a longer
operating time (mere orders are carried out) than a jinear code due te
the modification of orders during the cycle; in either type of code, however,
the amcunt of useful arithmetic operation carried out is the same.

5, A particular advantage of the cyclic cede in such a problen
as polynomial evaluation is what wight be termed the elteraticn possibility.
By thie term we refer to the sase by which a code ie altered to extend its
range of operation, whether it be the change of the degree of tha polynomial

polynomial were increased from the value a, Code IX would require omy
the change in the address section of order Al; in both codes the sane nugber
of additional constants mus: be added.

formed or the extent of an iteration. Is our example if the degree of the
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6. A primary requirement of a cyclic code iz that it be self-
resetting. By thie one means that if the address sections of orders
are modified in the progress of a program these addresses must be restored
to their initial values before the program is used again. This resetting
can be done either as the program begins or as the program is completed.
Code X ie reset at the beginning of the program with orders Al and Ad.

D. Code XI: Scale Factoring and Overflow

1. Because of the restricted range of numerical quantities with
(1 - 2715) to + (1 we are facedwhich the computer can work

with two requirements:

(a) Most oumerical quantities before they can te introduced
into the computer will have to be scale-factored, that is,
muitiplied by an appropriate number to bring them into the
computer range.

(bv) varticular care must ce taken in computer program to ensure
that ao overflow occurs ax the result of arithmetic operations.

2. Code XI illustrates a simple exauple of addition in which
the necessary acale factoring has been done before the quantities are
foearted tuto the computer storage and in which the program is desigoed
to prevent overflow, The problem is to aid the n angles O° ®, 8,

woes u

where gach angle is expressed ip radian weasure and each has a value such
thet = on <2. 20 for i = 1, 2, 3 Rao

3. Ime to the stated range of e we are agsured that --
yr

(for i= 1, 2. n) lies within the accepted computer raige and it is
these values which are stored ir registers 16 through 15 + n. Despite
the initial scale factoring of theese angles wa forsee thet tie tote) sum of

0gthese ecale factored angles may exceed the computer range unless we add the in
ané cast out all muliiplee of 1/2, theee corresponding to multiples of
in the 6's.

4, The procedure used in thie code te to cart outa L/ each
tine it appears in the aummation by the use of a el 1 order followed oy &

sr 1 order, These sl and sr ordere kesp the summation velow 1/2 at aj)
tipas, and since all the remaining angular quantities tc be added are lews
than 1/2 ae a result of the scale factoring, we wilj not get an overflow.
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5. The repeated summations and use of the # 1 and sri vurders
sted the use of a cyclic code. The determinstion of the end of rt g

euzmation is made by a subtraction of orders, the cycle ending when the
difference of the two orders produces + 2-15, The final result of the
summation appears in register 17 +n.

6. The reset of the address sections is carried out by orders
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

7. It is important to remark upon the previously mentioned
point that shifting digits is similar to multiplication ty powers of 2.
Reference to the description of the orders in Section I should indicate
an important difference between the shifting and multiplication orders
ae regards round-off considerations.

EB, Vode ATI: Finding the Greatest of A set of Numbers

1. 'ode X11 provides another illustration of the manner vy which
the computer can change its own control instructions during the course of
Pry .

'oerhe minpere n° all of which are positive anc

(ees than L, are stored in consecutive registere Cl, C2, Cn, The code
finds the greatest of these aumbers, eay, and stores it in Bh. If
two v mote equal numbers ar« greater thar ali the otber aumbers of the set,
the progran stores the firat of these in Bi.

the orders A2Z.1 and Ae.2 in such a manner that for the succussive valuse
2, 3, 4---- a of m, the number ie compared with the aunber that hae

3, - The program depends on changing the address sectiona of

already beer found to be the greatest of Syo ra
This naunber

will be cailed the tewporary maxinun.
= 1

N

4 The pracedure of the computer ie similar to that of a Da
running bis eye down 4 set of avumbers. The max WOU G remember the firat
number until be reaches « ereater number, which he would then remember

untii he reaches & atill greater number, and ao an. In fact tha gan cote

pares each aumber in turn with the greatest of the numbery that he has

previously examined, In Code XII the computer doee tha sams thing except
that it remembers the address at which a number is atored rathar than the
number iteelt.

5. The central part of the cote is contained in Sections Ae, Ady

ang al, The first section, Al, reseta the ordera which may bave deen altered
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during a previous application of the program. Section A5 determines i?
ell the numbers have been dealt with. If not the computer returns to AZ;if all numbers have been dealt with, section AO puts the maximm nunber
into Bu,

6. The eight operations of sections Al and are used only once
in a program; the eight operations of Ac, A4, and A5 are used only once
for each of the numbers Xoo The 2 operations of Aj only occur
when the number being eraminad ig greater than all numbers previously
examined. The total number of operations lies between 8n and 10n - .

Ageuming an average speed of 20 microseconds per operation and taking
n = 1000, the time required to find the greatest set of 1000 numbers by
this method is between 160 and 200 milliseconds.
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Section VI. Coding Notation and Procedure
& Notation for Coding

1. A program is a sequence of operation by which the
carries out a particular process. The code for a program is the set of
instructions that must be put into the computer's storage to enable it to
carry out the program. Thus a code is essentially a statement of the initial
content of the registers that are to be involved in the program, that is, the
content immediately before the program starts. These registers are of two
kinds:

:+2:

(a) Action registers, from which the computer control obtains its
instructions

(b) Data rezistera, which are used to store other information
that may be needed during the program.

(Thie distinction applies only to the way in which registers are selected
for use in a particular program. Any register in the computer's storage can
be assigned for use either as an action register or as a data register.)

2. he content vf registers of both kinds may be changed during
the program, For exemple, a particular data register may contain ao order
whieh may be transferred to an action register as the result of a comparison
operation, The coder who is drawing up a code will have to keep track of
the content of all the registers at all stages of the program, Dut the com-

puter must be given the initial content, so the code must show the initial
content only. (A distinction is drawn here between the code itself and any
explanatory notes that may accompany a write up of the code.) In many cases
part or all of the initial content of a register may be immaterial because
the content is going to be supplied during the course of the program before
that register ig used. In writing out a code a dash is used to indicate
thie state of affaies. (Note the distinction between tea--" and "ca zero®.)

3, In Section II it was explained that in discussing coding the
use of the word register implied an addregs. When we refer to the register
containing a particular number or order wa are ugually, if not always,
thinking of the addrese of the register though for the sake of brevity of
language we do not mention the word gddress. indlarly when we talk about
the content of a register, we are thinking of the register as identified by
an address, This is reflected in the following abbreviations which are
commonly used:

RC--~ = (addrese of) Register Containing----

CRe-- = Content of Register (whose address 16 =~)
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4, The addresses that wil actually be used when a code is put
into the computer are not usually known when the code is being drawa wp,
fo symbols are used to denote the actual addresses. To obtain a LONUL IB,
written record of a code it is best to represent the addresses of uction
and data registers by a set of consecutive serial numbers. This will be
Called the serial notation.

5. It would be natural to start these serial numbers at i, and
for the present this should be done. However, it may be decided to allot
some of the registers of the computer to the storage of certain uni versal,
conetants, and in particular registers with addresses 1 to 15 may be allotted
to powers of 2, so that fora =1, 2, ... 15

CR na = 2 (16-n)

If this is done the serial numbers will nave to be chosen so that they do

not contain numbers that are addresses cf registers allotted to special
purposes. At the end of the action registers of a code a serial number
should be reserved for an sp order that will ewiteh the computer to its next
jot.

Iu what follows a standard notation ie described which makes
4t easier to follow the execution af the program. This standard notation
ie aleo more convenient than the serial notation for use when tode
being epared.

7, A flow digeren ie a serier of statemauts of what the computer
has ty dO at various stages in tLe program. These statements are written
du boxer aad the boxes are joined by lines of flow whish show how the cam-

puter passes from one stage of the program to another. When the proce"ure
oi the computer after a particular stage depends on a ep(-) order, the state-
nant in the corresponding vex is eo worded that the lines of flow smerging

worked out the main object of the flow diagram is to make the main etructure
of the program clear, During the process of working out a vode the flow
datagram, by separating the program into stages, makes it easy to intraduce
alterations ae coding proceeds.

from the box can be labelled "yes and tno", When a code bas been completely

3. In the process of solving a problem the first tantative step
te to divide the program into a few main stages and to draw a flow ad agran
who ga Doxer will contain broad statements of what the computer must These

rain steges are denoted by Al, AZ, Ad, Each of these stages 1s then

further yased and, if necessary, is divided into substages, representes
by voxer in a more detailed flow diagram. fre gsubstages into which Al is
wabdivided are denoted by Al.1, Al 2, l.3, puts Ac,and eimilarly for
If necessary, eone of these are further subdivided inte Al Al.1.2,

AZ 11, A2 1.2, onry etc. Only experience will how how much subdivision
te tesirable but it should be remembered that the two main objectives

clear and to make it easy to fut reducewe the etructure of the program
ae coding proceads.
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9. It ie often desirable to introduce more aubdivisiong in tas
working stage than will be used in the finel write up of the solatien. When
a oroblem has been completely coded and ihe code ie written out in :
form the serial oumbers representing the action registers which correnpond
to the various boxes of the flow diagram sbould be written in the boxes.

10. An axception to the notation indicated above may be made in
the case of auxiliary subprograms that are not to be written out in the
solution. These subprograms can be denoted by da, Ab, and their stages
and sudetages by symbols such as Aa 5.2.

11. The action registers coutain the program ordere. In the standard
notation they are grouped into blacks corresponding to the stages intc which
the program is divided in the flow diagram. The addresses of the registars
that contaiu the suucessive program orders that are required for stage A3.2
will be denoted by AS.2.1, ASo2.2, AB.2.2, which will be called inde
numberg. As was explained we shall refer to "the register A3.2,2", although
atrictly epeaking the index number A3.2.2 cepresents the address of a regis
'ter, No coufusion will be caused if wa refer to the order in register A3.2.2
simply ae "the order A3.2.2".

12, A system of index pumbers ia also needed for data registers,
tut coling problems differ ec much in their oature aud complexity that 1%

seems ndesirable to lay down rigorous rulee for the representation of the
addreseas of data registers. It seems reasonable to suggest that oaly the
letters B and should be used, and that any further subdivieione into dlocke
of regigters of different types that may be necessary should be achieved by
& ustation gimllar to that ueed for action registers, In simple preblens
it may be desirable, at any rate at the working stage, to introduce ne sub.
divisions but meraly to allot temporary index numbere, Bl, B2, BS, ... to
sach data register as the need for it arises, We sball refer to registers
grouped under the letters B and as B-claae and C.class registers. Action
registers may be called A-class registers, In subprograms denoted by 4a,
Ad, no toe data registers should be denoted by Ba, Bb, ..., and Va, Ch,

13. One subdivision that will often be desirable is as follows;

regi r

Data that will differ in diiferant applications of the
program, possibly further subdivided ints

Bl. Input aod output data.
B2, Pata derived for use during the prograr.

C-Qlane reglatere
Fixed data used for all applications of the program,
possibly further subdivided inte

C1, Uotversa) constants etorad tu fixed regiaters,
G2. Other @aretanisa.
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14. Other subdivisions that may sometimes be desirable ara:

(a) The distinction between i

(1) Data or registers used in some other program that is
on the computer at the same time.

and
(2) Data sr registers that are used only in this particular

progran .

(b) The distinction between

(1) Date registers whose addresses occur in the addregs
sections of action registers in their initial state
at the beginning af the program.

and

(2) Those whose addresses are derived during the progtan
(as bappene in the case of registers vontaining tabu- '
lated values sf a function).

16. Whe form tur writing wut a code base been described. Tn the
atandard notation the addresges will bs indicated by the index numbers
the action and data registers, For action resisters the explanatory ootes,
whieh are to be given in a separate column 9x the right, contain statements
of the following types:

fa) The content of AG, BK ur some storage revister resuiting
from the order in question, Fer a cycle the explanatory
notes sheald refer to what happens when the cycle is
being performed for the mth time. For » asubcycle in a
cycle the explanatory nstes should refer to woat happens
when the eubcyele is being performed for the k~th time
as part of the m-th performance of tbe cycle.

(o) References to the origin of

(4) the address section of an order
(41) the operation section of an order
(411) the numerical quantity contained in a data register

when any cne of these ite changed during the

(c) References to sp or cp(-) orders that cause the centrol
of the computer to jump to the order in question.
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16, In the tabulation of the initial content of data registers .

explanatory notes should be added on the right in the case of anv :eas ster
whose content is changed during the program showing the various succassive
contents of the register and the orders from which they are derivec.,

17, The write-up of a program should include orders to cover any
restoration that may be necessary to ensure that at the end of a particular
application all registers are correctly set up for another application,
(The need for such restoration orders at the end of a program will usually
be avoided either by the insertion of suitable orders at the beginning or
by including in the input data that is supposed to be supplied before the
program starts the content of the registers that have to be dealt with.)

18. The write-up of a code should include statements of;

(a) The position in storage of input and output data.
(o) The total number of registers used.
(c) The total number of operations to be performed,

(Note that in caloulating the total number of operations to be performed
allowance must be made for the number ot times that the computer has to
through auy cyele that may sccur in the program. In many cases it will not
te possible to state a definite number, but only maximum and minimum nunbare.)

19. The general form of the tabulation of a code and the index
nupbers used to represent the addresses of action and data regiaters hava
Deen discussed, In the standard notation, when au entry in the tabulation
of the code represents an order, the second part of the second column
contains the index number of the register ta which that order applies.
During the early stages of work on a problem, or for explanation of a code
an a blackboard, it may often be more convenient to indicate In this place
the content of the register referred to, rather than the index of that

register. For this purpose the symbol RC, will be used. Thus if BL? contains
a we mey write

ad RC 2 18

{nuetead of ad B17.

20, In the standard notation the code iteel! 1s shad
from the explanatory, notes, The code shows only the inital content of the
action and data registers, any indication of changes in content during the
course 0 the program being confined to the exp.anatory notes. In the working
notation the symbol RC, when it is used in the address section of a program
order, indicates the (address of the ) register whose content at that par-
ticular stage of the program is a certain quantity, although the initial
content of that register may have been something else. In fact, this working
notation allows explanatory matter to get into the columne which in the

stundard notation are strictly reserved for the code itself.
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B. of Co P dure

1. This section starts with a provisional analysis of a »rcblen
leading to a firet attempt to write out a code, This first attempt ig then
criticized and a number of improvements are made before the code is written
out in a finished form.

g- We are given a set of a tabulated values of f(x) for the values
x» of the variable x. The differences between successive tabularoo x
values of x are all equal to a positive constant h, so

(4-1) h

3, It 16 supposed that during the course of computation two aunbers
a and b are derived by the computer, and a subprogram is wanted to find

Further

b

(; (x) dx, using the trapezoidal rule which giver the

{ (x) = b 2
f (a) * f (ath) + t{at2h) + * (hh) > PUD}

1

4. We can presume that a and b are known to be within the racge
convered by the tabular values x
thai there is at least one term tneide the bracket f

x ani further that 2h,
the formuta in addition

to fla) and f(b). We are alao told that
Z
) for all x a. there

ig ao danger of overflow if we simply add the terms 5 fla), f(ath),
22

y2 :

f(b), since the total number of terme to be added together ia less than n,
2

5. We shall actually calculate the ioteyral from the tabular value
nearest to g to the tabular value oearest to b, neglecting the errors
therevy introduced at tne ends of the range of interration, We ebali not
distinguish batween these values and the exuct values of a and aw derived
by the computer.

5. We will first lay down a straightforward method of dealing with
the problem, representing the method by a flow diagrem and allocating blocks
of A-class registers to the successive stages of the flow diegram. We shail
then write down a code stage by stage, allocating B-claes registers as the
need for them arises. In this problem it ie not necessary to subdivide the
B.class regieters into groups and there ig no need to introduce a Cm a ABS >

r(x ) oot §consecutive B-clase registers for f(x )We shall need

other purposes. The allocation of Beclase registers, which is built up

auring the process of coding, ie shown in paragraph 15.
but we can add them at the end of the list of B-class registers required for

f(x )
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7.

Find RC f(a)

A2 Find RC (b)

a 3 Obtain f(a) + 5 t{b)

A 4 Gbhtain ... « f(aemb)

Hava we obtained th: final value

f

by > When atmh = ib?

Page 42

A1

fora =i, 2, 3, eos

A5 « fla)
Mubts pay by h.

A 2 Prepare for next application al f program

Stage Une. SuppIse we have a Re stored iu 1.
{This uunber may not be fixed until tha program iy put on the
macnine ) Then since the successive tabulated values of f(x) are stored in
consecutive registers we have the equation

RG f(a) RC t(x,) =

where the right-hand side must be rounded off to the nearest interer,
gives

1§
Re f(a) = pp (x,) + h (a~x,) a

We sdall have to make aure that the computer in cal (a-x,)bYor theproduces the correct round off, but we shall leave shis point
present. It will be discussed in paragraphs 19 ani! 20. We store a,

2

b and h in B2, B3 and B4 and procesd as foilows:

e

LS

h

.2
:

15
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ca

5 td

? ta A 4.2

9, Stage Tw.
2.,1 ca RG'd

2 ar

& ad bil
5 td

10. Sage Three.

A 3.1 Ga

RC a

A 3.2

RG fiai

2 ad RG (do)

A RG f(a)
fhe oeed for these two orders

Page 44

Al AC: a

15
AC2 nr 22

15 15
3 su 2

4 ad Bl AC: 2 RG f(a) 4

1

6 ad KC 2 15

arises in atage four

A 4,2: ai RU fla + b)

AG; b

225 15
2

-15
AC;

ac f(b)
A 3.2: ad RC P(b)

2 *y 2h (bex, )
15

3 gu RC

AUs 2

ca--
Digits from 41.5
AG: fia)
Initially ad--
Digits from A 2.5
alsf(a) + (b)

ACS f(a) +
5 f(b)3 er

ts B?
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ll, StyBZ In the cyelic process we want to add f(ato),
f(at2h) ... successively, so we need an order ca RG f(a + mh), or alterna~
tively ad RC f(a + mh), whose digits will be tocreasec one in gavh cycle.
We want to end the cyclic process after f(b-h) nas Leen added, when vs gall
have obtained the required sum

Y= fla + +h) + fla + 2m) +... + f(b ~ b)

This suggests that we should do the increasing after the addition ani ues
ad RC f(b), which is in A 3.2, for the comparison which will end the cyclas.
Consequently we use ad RC f(a + mh) in preference to ca RC f(a + mh) as
the order whose digits are to be increased. At the beginning of the first

this order must be ad RC fla th), and the orders AZ.6 ant A1.%
have been introduced for a purpcse. The successive partial sums ? a
the final sua >. are put i B 8, whose initial content must be zero. In the
following coda the descriptions refer to what bappens Curing cycle m, the

suo to givecycle during which nh) ig added to the partial
(In the first cycle > the initial content ot B 8, zero.

Je.
ca o 8

2 oad kC f(a + on) initially ad --
Firet digite from A 1.7,

2
m=)

4

ad RO fla * bj
Pigits changed by A 4.6
Ace S

4 ca 44.2 AGsad Re(rle + mb)

6 td A 4,2 A 4.2: ad RC f [a + (m+
7 ca A 3.2 AGgad RC f(b)

Sontent of AC>G until last cycla
when a t.(m * 1)h = and -zerc appears
in AG,

y ep Adal Another cycle until 4s cbtained,

8 ta &

ad RC 2 ACs a

A 4.2 Content of was changeit oy 5 4.6
and 4 now ad RG ir 1)

(mth) hjac: 2

10 ep A 4!
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13. Stage Five.

A5,1 ca B?7 f(a) + fib)

a

a

4
AG:

1

22

2 ad RC AC 2
f (a) {b)1:

2

3 mr Rob AC;

4 tea BY 9; ax

14. Stave Six. Yor this final stage wa lock througe the ts aad the td
orders aud find that the content of registers 4 3.1, * 3.2, 44.2, 3 7,

BS, 2S nave bean altered during the program. Of thease the only cue that
neede to be resat ie BA, which must ba reset to zero. For this

:

A6,1 ca RCO zero SC: gare
> tg BS ® B: 2ere

15. Aliceati of B-clags Negleters.
ag 1(x,)#1 2 15

"15
3

4

=15

2 f(a) +
% r(b)

8 Initially zero
Then 2 1? o to final >
b

a

.10 h

ll zero.

Bl2 te B lita. (a,) to ffx 4

1
h

5 2

9

a
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16 We t Look at thea P-class registers for shance .f vom :

'tous and saa that we can put RO"? + E 9, saving a regiater (e
c

write up.)

:

yoa 4 nv v@ enuncerhe4

fla!17, Secondly, it appears that after obtaining

This would mean that ouring the cyclic stage the content f BR would be

+
a [f(a) + tt») instead of > Tha initial content of BB aesc

xAC by order A 3 3 wea could use 4 3 4 10 transfer t. BB .fistead of

n
longer be zarc, ac stage six can be dreppad ard ane ora rowan : + 4

stage five. B 7 m Jonge: neaded, bue we vere alread, ps
combine this register with Bg, However, there la no lougar any aDjer i

to coubiniug BS with BQ. Formerly the restoration 01 BR to zero A 3

preventad this combination.

>

t

18, Lt ie worth pointing cut that 1 L gauaral it will he Leite.
to dc many restoration work at the oegtuninog ci a subproeram tather t

at the and, because this allows the B- clase registers which bave to he

restored in a particular asubprogram to be use! for otber fu othe"
parts of the whole progran,

ly Anothar gaving can be uade by improving che Levi al poe bot

finding (a), lath) ete. tn the tabalaticn ot tx) will fie

alweys be the case that when funetign (x) tabulatar or 1 a

values of x over a range incloding = O, une ot the 1

fix) wll be f(U). If thie Le the case, and if {C) Le vtored 1s

tegister Whose number ja k, then will be ir the register whe. :

Ryeo Lf the range attsk t
> whether a ig positive or negative

wete "GC.tabulation dces uot include zero fas would happen if both x, and
we cad assign a number k which would de the number ol the regiater

this care the register whose number ie K would oot actually be uses te

a tabular entry With this assumption we can etore
f{O) if the range of tabulation were extanded te include zero, albouvg Vis

a :

we e(0) in BL and vdtatn

Ro f(a) by the aquatica

162

RC'f(a) ~ RO f(0)

{natead of

RC f(a) = RC (x, ) =
b ;

This saves orders A 1,3 and A 2.3 as well as B 4, as it is no longer nec-

@ assary to stare

2
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20, Return for a moment to consider the round: off te
{r: paragraph 8. As has juet been said the range of tabulation with GAT
«'vayes be such that for some integral value of A

x, +h = 9
x

15

This means that ~hy 8 en integer so that ths value of - x that ig siorad
x 2

in B 4 ie the exact value of this quantity. If a is not a tabular

the number is not au inteper and the order A1-2 produces a

2 (neartect integer to

im this case tharefére the urders a 1.3, A 41.4 do lead to the cegieter
containing toa value of f(x) for the tabular value uearest ty a. de waver,

x 2

if and
4 fe not an Loteyar, the combination sf the in

xLb.
#or example

h tay Leal to the wrote value of ~ d

a x2
2 :

% (a-x
would te14 : 4, 8, thy correat roundoff Tor

2

but the vomputer woul abtain(2}2 Thi» error ig Catised by sealing1b

aud Joetore the gubtractico. The error coua be minipized foi laws

Suppose pis the Integer euch that 2 (p t } vc2 (pres We could then wake
the computer calculate

2
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above, h will nearly always be an integer so that this complication will
be unnecessary.

xy

21. It would be possible to save the order A 1.6 by alteringfour so that the order ad KC f(atmh) has its digits increased beforeit is used, going through the cycle once more to add f(b), and correcting
this by calculating L f(a) f(b) in stege three. This, however, wholea

22
Saving one order, would involve the additional operations of the extra
passage through the cycle, which in almost all cases would more than counter-
balance the saving.

22. A very desirable place to effect a saving of orders is
within a frequently repeated cycle. The saving of a single order in the
construction of a cycle actually results in a multiple saving of operations
due to the repeated use of the cycle. Although the saving of one order
in a cycle which is traversed n times appears first as a saving of one
storage register, it manifests itself as a saving of n operations with the
corresponding economy in time, Examining the end of stage four we notice
that the sp order is the one which is used to produce a repetition of the
cycle whereas the cp(-) order comes into use only when the cycle is to be
discontinued, ke can eliminate the sp order by changing A 4.7 to read cs A 3.2,
A 4.8 to read ad A 4.2, and A 4.9 to read'cp(-) A 4.1. The effect of these
changes would be to produce the necessary negative quantity in the A6é to
cause recycling by the cp(-)

+mer Actually, however, the negative

(see paragraph 21) let us notice that order A 4.8 can also be deleted if
nee is (m 1)h which will produce recycling until

b itse has been added. Before further consideration of this difficulty
we now change A 4.7 to read su A3.2.

23. In paragraph 22 we have described the changes necessary to
produce a saving of two orders in the cycle, yet this saving also produces
the superfluous calculation of f(b). We can eliminate the difficulty by
changing A 4.7 to read su kC f(b-h), The determination of KC f(beh) can
be made by the addition of the following two orders to stage two:

4b 2.6 su KC 2
A 2.7 td td BS

Note that B 8 was available for use (see paragraph 17). Thus although
two orders have been added to stage two, we have eliminated two orders
in stage four and thus have made a saving in any repeated use of the cycle,

24. Making use of all these improvements the code is written
out again in standard form, The Beclass registers have been renumbered,
The use of the kC symbol in the program orders has been dropped, but the
explanatory notes have been retained. The code is written in serial
notation on page 57.
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: : :we ised : :

Dee ty

avers +

De3 : : 7peric h

elves total 4 j : : ::
1

Pos final form tha x de uses storage 'agistere and 'bs
operations. 8 saving ofeT and 2+

6 BRAN VARS 1: ATL G

a Towa

ac, flay

4 te

A } BYwm start vt cycle,

i.a t + A

th

uf
1

h
: 44 1

4 t

5

f 1 : In

+ 44 : :

a :

4
14

4

1

: ao mn :
3

-(neite from : Nye ahs

L

Ac. A tla) + t
: dn \

2 ad digits from A

at t (a, + Tio} + >ra
x
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a
Ba an

3 td AGN Au

7

: :

: : :

:

7 mu B
3 :

AS 1 2a B? AG» t{a) + 5 fob) > >

nN mr Bs AC: (x)dx

é

EB
)

or
&

4 te BY t(x) dy

is a 2

52

} [4

b

A +,

4
1 he

a

Seo 6 SAR 4 ft" whe

t :

2

tix)
Q

Ln
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FLOW AGKAM

i}tnd. RC ta)

j

c

a

fis yt
t

} a4 Ve

M
y

al

t

"vetoed bow

bi *
TN

fina

t

vA} 1

aga 32

:

Ng

& Play

:

u L: 4 tab
where } + $2 > Podare:

mt

as

Lx
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28.

L a 33
2 mr 30
3 ad 29
4 td 14
5 ad 32
6 td 18

ca 34
8 mr 20
y ad 29

su 8z

"EO be #05

a
h

SERTAL NOTATION

13
td
ca

14 ad
ar 1
ts Ka

17 ca oe
18 ad

ts ou
20 ca 18

ee
23
24
25
26
27
28

aa
td 16
su 14
epP 17
Qa 85
me 21
te 35
(sp)

Cx)

Pags 5

1

2

1 o td 13
11

2

kg

LE
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29. FLOW DIAGRAM (SERIA, SOCARION:

RGFind RC14 Find RC a), f(b) and obtain f(a)

15-. 22 Cbtain fla) + fio) + for m= 1, 2, 3%,

where > = f(ath) + f(at2h) + ... + f(b-h)
1

22

Have we votained final value of ? Piven by

ath = Demme

no.

7
4

4

gtore tuMultply by phye fp
thal2

A
ap to usxt Jub

J

Munter of vperations Li t

Tuput a, » in vegieters 34 and a
b

Output : f(x) dx in register 3b.
3a
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Section TII, Iterative Prozesses
A, Iteration in the Computar

l. The mathematical process of iteration 1s available
computer by the use of cyclic programe. In the gensrel aoplication cf
evclic programs the decision to end the repetition of the cycle 43 mace
as the result of the comparison of a fixed quantity and a quantity derived
during the course of the program; in iterative schemes the end of ths cycle
may either be determined in such a faehion or, when neceseary, by a con
parison of two quantities derived by the program. The former case is
illustrated in Code XIII, the latter in Codes XIV and XV.

B, Code XIII: Summation of a Series

1. Consider the series
2 ntas + a,x * 00 F ax +

and assume that

a Zl, al, 2, 3, eon

+ 6 + RLet ™ =r ,ax =c and 4
21

Suppose that p ia the first integer for which ja €2 The object of14

the program is to-obtain the sums 2. 2» 038 successively,

stopping the summation process as soon as the magnitude of the last term

added, ax i= ce . is lees than or equal te
4 The > 8

nn n
obtained is the required approximation te the sum of the series.

a

to stop when n We therefore need only store the ratios
4 2 the summation process is bound2. Since

3, The central section of the program ie ab in which is
obtained from by the equation

G @renm)
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use, Section A3 arranges that another term of the series will be :

and section A5 tests whether the magnitude of the last tern added La icas
than or equal to 2-14, these three sections A3, AY, and form-a cycl.s.
The first two sections Al and Ae make preparations for the first round of
the cycle.
C, Code XIV: Linear Simultaneous Equations

1. An iteration scheme can be applied to the solution of iinear
simultaneous equations. In Code XIV this scheme is illustrated in the
solution of two linear equationa in two unknowns:

x ta x = b
1 12 i

2, it we denote the order of the approximation by superscripts,

1 1

then the iteration tormulas ara give by

nth) i")

% Te avoid overfiow we shall aseumse that

2 2

x
for all a.

and adde ec to to forn Z :
o Both and re stored

m

21

where z is the * 1)e% approximation toim x(net)
1 1

and x ie tie &pproximation to x{m) th

x az
1 1

(m+1) (wt)= b
2 2 2 1

4 i
andO fa @b

frow which it fo lows by inductions that atarting with =X 2 Q,
{1) (1)

2

we have (m)
1
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4. The code which is presented is arrenged tc omd the

uebing process when both 4 and fared) = are ts
2x

or lese than 2 10

5, The coefficients a should be rezarded as innat
121

data, which will be different for each application of the program but wast
always satisfy the inequalities given above. Unfortunately thie problemis somewhat unrealistic, because simultaneous linear equations in two
variables would aot be dealt with by this method, whle sets of linear
equations in many variables involve scale factor probleme which do not arise
in this example.

D. Roote of Equations by Newton's Method

i. An iteration schame te alec applicable se solutioas of roots
of equations using Newton's Method, The formala ip Newton's 'ethod for
finding @ roo. of ar equation f(x) = 0 is

3
a x

a
nt] y 1,

: x )

th att x}
where x the approximation, aud ft" indicates9

2. Far example fin the scuare root of a aumver a we sel
2(x) a avd the formula for successive approximatioas to the positive

root of the equation x 0 is2

x x}
n

Due be possible overflow, tne abooe aration Le mar

in av actual square rooting program. The use of Newton's methed dn.
the square reot of a number in dealt witn in mere jetail in

Section VIII,
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Scguion VIII, Linear Interpolation and Finding the Square Root

4. Code XV: Linear Interpolation
1. Let us assume that values of f(x), for x=k-2 , where

k= 0, 1, 2, 3, _--_ 2°, are stored in 65 consecutive registers. The
addresses of these 65 registers are given by the expression K + k, in
which K is the address of the register containing f(0). The interval

6
between the tabulated values of x, which shall be designated ash, is 2,

2. Tha problem is to obtain f(x) for any value of x in the
rengeO x21. The value of x is originally stored in Bl and f(x) 1s
to be put in Be.

3. It is first necessary to find two consecutive values and

Ko such that

Then if x = hk,
= mh we shall have 0 €m <1 and the required value of

f(x) is given by

4, If the positive number x were brought into the AC hy the
order ca Bl, the sign digit would be 0, the next six digits would determine

Kye and the remaining nine digits would determine m. To be more precisa,
the number obtained from x by replacing all the right hand nine digits

first six digits after the sign digit by zeros would be mh.

5. For example, the positive mumber 0011011011.00000 is
represented in the computer by 0/001101101100000. Since x lies between
,001101 and .001110 we have

bk = ,001101

Engineering Nete B-2000 - Page 53

6

O

It is assumed that
|

for all the k and further that if k = +1,2
then (hikc,) - f( )

|

< 1.

€ hkx 2
+ 12

f(x) = f(b) + m f(hk )
1

by zeros would be hk,, while the number obtained from x by replacing the
1

1
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Ce. GA = xo hk = ,000000101100000. "hese two numbers are r 7

in the AC by

0/001101000000000

and 0/000000101100000

It follows therefore that the order ca RCx followed by si 6 would put
the interpolation ratio m in the AC.

6 In Code X m is first shifted into the BR oy the order
mh BC 2 and is brought into the AC at a later stage by the order el15.9

It should be noticed that the order mh RC 27, which nas the effect of
shifting the content of AC nine spaces te the right, cannot be replaced
ny the order sr 9, since this latter order would give a vound-off and
clear the BR ao that the interpolation ratio m would ba Jost.
B. Codes AVI and AVII: F vxding the Square Root

1. The arithmetic operations of sidition, subtraction, divicion,
and multiplication are wired inte the computes and are executed by single
orders; however, other mathematical vrocesses which may %e used frequently
in a narticular computer application are available only in the form of
codes, lt apuears likely that the determination of square roots 1a a
process which will be needed quite often, and it is rather probable that
gome of the storage registers of a computer would permanently contain the
orders for a equare root code. The economy of orders and saving 42.

operating time assume particular importance under such conditions. Although
the square root can be determined using Newton's Formula as given in D of
Section VI1, a slight variation of the formula gives a shorter ccde, this
being Code XVI. The square root is determined using a series axpansion
in Code XVIII...

when2. The object of Codes XVI ana <VIII ie to find
Ogqadl. we find rather than 'Ja in order to avoid the danger

2
Va

of overflow when a is nearly equal to 1. Both of the codes employ the
scale factor operation to find the number of places, n, which a must be
shifted to the left in the AC so that the first non-sero digit of a is
put in AC]. This emounts to expressing a in the form

a= 2" o b where 1/2 bal
which gives Vo= 2

2
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3. The scale factoring procees shortens the prcgram by :

tae number of approximations that are required to obtain the Gesice..
racy, but it also introduces the difficulty of dealing with the tra
which arise when n is odd or even. The difficulty is hancled as foliowa:

:in

Let Benth
where m is an integer and k = 0 or 1/2. Then

2x 2

where the factor 2° is lor - . The codes will actuslly calculate
2

eq
» Ye
will therafore be calculated from tha product

where g = in code XVI and q = 2 in code XII, The value1

2

3 =2 x2 qx Ba

in order to obtain the required factor 2 gq, which takes the values q and

for k = 0 and k = 1/2, we evaluate the expression

ar (1 V2) kq V2,
which 18 equal to q when k = 0 and equal to when k= /

4

2

4, Code VI uses the Newton metnod of successive approximations
to the positive root of the equation

b= 0f(x) 2

starting with x * = as the first approximation, The formula

for successive approximations is

f(x }i 1
itl 2 2 Bx,4
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oO
3

f error in x is less than 2 in the worut case when15
:

cede uses three iterations, given by the formulae

-1 (x 2 + 2 (2)1 8x, 2

9a
2 0

ex, = x +

2x =x
Sx,23

4

The value of 2x, obtained from ths third step is the required approxinat ion
3

to when o=
2

5. In order to obtain the exoression

@ V2) eq V2
for the final step we ators 4 and (1 - 2 a 1 V2.

1 €

q+ (i
1

Before the program etarte ine value of a is put in Bl. at the

end of the program the value of de ia Bb.2

it might appear more natural to use the approximation formulas
Qfor the positive root of the equation x 0. The squation x

22

is used to avoid a danger of overflow during the arithmetic operat ions
{avolved in the successive aporoximatiois.

6. Code XVII uses a series expansion in powers of y, wnere

b 2
1+Lay 22

b+ 2%
2
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object of intreducing y is to cbhtain a series involving only ove:
po.crs. We have

1
22

6
1

osc?(1 + + gs...
2

++
6

2
2

we have - 0.1715 y <0.1/15 a0 for the extreme velues of

y the value of ie about 2 x 10 We therefore taks5
2

ii

21

(a * y) 2

G+ y) tly")

7. Gode XVIX determines where a= 2 » dna oraer to
Sbtain the expraseaion

2G
q

+ (Le V

fox the tinal step we store q = ? and (1 = 2 22 V2).
Before the prograp starts the value of ais put in Bl, At the end of tae

aprogran.a de in Bu,

4, Gode XVI uses 2% storage regist ore aod 2y operations, nat
counting the final sp order. Thue at 20 microseconds per aperation the
evaluation of the square root would taks 580 microseconds. Code XVII usea

560 microsaconds.36 storage registers aud 25 operations, requiring

t

2
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SectioniXone Codes for Sorting
A. Code XVIII: Rearrangement of a 3e of Numbers in Ascending Urder

1. As in Code XII the numbers x are stored in
consecutive registers Cl, C2, .... Ca. The problem is to rearrange tha
x's in ascending order, In the final arrengement equal numbers appear
together, but not necessarily in their original order.

2. The program takes each regirter C in turn, starting with
k =1, finds the leest number in the registers to C + and
this least number with the number in Gee
uotes it 1s assumed that after each interchange the numbers are reremed,
gy that at every stage of the progran the number in (m is called x

To simplify the explanatciy

3. The greater part of Code XI] is used in section A2 of this
code with the modifications needed to find the least number than
the greatest one. In the explanatory notes the number m refers to the
cycle that is performed insida section A2, This cycle is not shown on
the flow diagran.

@ B, tcde XX: Sorting Sets of. Numbers

& program is required that will enable the computer to dea with these
sete in the order of ascending Ris rearranging the associated Yas Z

atc., accordance with the final order of the X,°
2. The method of Code XVI11 could be extended to provide for the

rearrangement of the numbera y,4 5 2s» ete., in accordance with the rearranged
x but the process of interchanging the positions of the sets of num-
pars in storage would be lengthy. I+ seems preferable to avoid the
actual interchange of the numbers by dealing with the addresses at whi h
the numbers can be found

3. Ag in Codes XII or XVIII we shall assume that the numbers
x x X are stored in registers G1, C2, bn, however in this
2° 2?

code there will be no need to assume that these registers are consecutive.
We assume that ay 4s stored in the register whose address is u *

Cys

n

m

L : It is suppesed that sete Aunvess AX,» y

-2 7
Db n) (x y » & are atored in tha and that4

ra
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«, da stored in the register v + Cy etc., where u, V, amaane Reve y a

relue for ali i. The computer, having found the address of the Ve, r
containing any x can easily find the regieters containing the nesoc.u$ ed

vy 2° by adding the numbers u, VY,.... ;

4, The code uses a set of consecutive registers C(c + 1).
Sle + 2), .... Cle +n) to contain the addresses Cl, C2, Cn. The
address contained in register C(c + t) will be dencted by C, , and the

t

o whl de aseendire order, : arhdewed oy Teabineg in turn
4wit' : he repielare ie + for bs 2 § a. "or each t the content

ers€ om), where y9 = 1, 2, 3, are examined in

tain as aduress giving a x, that fe se oF quai to the x that

mah : sd), 2 x i de weet in &

G "he vontbeat of Lt regisver Ul, * &y be changed several

t
bast. bo it BY : addveae contained tu We t} at th: sees at which
yr Sees te af?eat.

4°

number k storec at thie addreus will be denoted hy x To be mureit) t

quantity in {ic t 1s 2exart the J
P

5. the proprat moarte replebere ola * by, Cha * 2),
oonvals the addresrae Se, om ia order. Vhe eifect

>f { 4a to rearrange the conten tTheaes registers ao that the
+fro aie 4 creases 1), Cle +6 x cobained

tem nnd WOW to Cfo i until a Pepister fe reaches which con.

we : wae Vea
* te de then pet fat tb. Take 2400 ined.

stop the @ quantity gq, Kuew. to vr lewe thar all the Ky. 18
15

time. dering the courte
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Ettegts of Yrders Artewte vt OrderswEdelg urdere
ACy X AC

+ a 14

mr 14 ni Ll AC BS

4 ii Avs ar 4 ad ac ath
ots LF : register ex At 1% + bs+

my Il
21

AD aa t Ok t

i a 14 AU: x ad 10
™ Le :

mr ie DX rep? eier Ex

+? ad AC px ? ey) os cade

ad 15 > by a

te 1 ragiatar 1 bx

4 and oi sade
1b ox

a
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Nose: :

:

ode LIT Sade

Effects ts Orders inéer
AG* } ws, i

3
2 my is AS; 2 2 mr 14 AC

Z ad é AG: cx
4 te 2o regtater 20, ax * rr)

oo

ge 3 a : a :4

: :

ba LE re38 : :

ca Lo

au B b> lo
r) 2

AG; «a 45
2

AG: ax 6 ad is AC.T 19 K
2

? ad AC. ax * b te 16 registe:
4 mr Ls AC. ar + 0x ca l4 AG x

3 Le AG: 8K + bx to 2 mr Ld oyAG

tC «dv 26 BR: a Dx
dx * a dv BR. RY2

Li at AY
1} 61 koax te Av. 3

aux + bx + :
12 ot, 3 rerister x

2 «ke tg Lt
end a1 code x ty

1} & Lode
nt o

1" 4

::

8

a
1
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Note 20Cdin aor4

1

2 %8 112

3 su ld
4

5 va 10
6 ts il
7 Ca le
8 ta 10

9 sp mext job

Qrdera
1 ca 27

2 ts 2g

3 su 26
4 cp(-)9
5 ca 26

6 ts 27
7 ca 29

8 ts 26

ta 28

10 te 29

gu 26

2

ca 26

te 28

L5 ta 29

{Analysed only for c >b >a)

Coda v

Effectsof Ordere (b*
ACs

2 b

AC, dea (positive)
@o to order at 5

AC: a
register ll: a
Ac. b

register 10: b

(bis in tegieter 10,{

{ ais in regteter 11)

Effects tes a.:

AC: b

12: b L2: >gister { register
fac

AC; ben (negative)

register 28; b

AG; &

Code Vi
Effects of Orders Orders

AC: b 16 ts 26

AC; bea (positive)
go to order at 5 19 3u 27

ACs a 70 op(-)25
register 27: a 7) ea 27
AC: b "2 te 28

register 2G, b "3 ca 29

AC: te 27

fac: c 2E ep next job
(register 29; ob oa

AC: u-b(positive)
go to order at i2

2B
AS; b BQ

go to oréar at 9)9

(ia ie iu register iG,
big ain register 11)

10 a

Effects of Orders

register 26. <

AC. bd17 sa 28Cac:
ACs b
register 29: b

te 79

ACs (positive)
go to order at 21

AC: a
register 28 ; a

AGe >

register 27. b: +a

> 7 >
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affects of Orders Effacts of Orders Att aau9 of Orders

hoa AC. Q

at 13 ac. ° ac, x pt?
2 go 14 Acido x 2 & 2 'ac: tx2

:

35 5
4i

be : "
15 4 15 15

4 p{-)6 go ta order an 6 6 ago tS order at us 3 der >:

a i go bo order ab 9
ap

x2al AC : 2 AG
14

15
Gd 13

gistar 1S: 2
lac.

ra register 15.
2

eg. te order ai 2° go te crder at 2

Le ac. 2

joe

Lb
& x2

ta

La cab
r

bearrgin

ae

1

Code VILL

1 +e 7 aC 0

t Orders ifs L rea

Teka:4
Effacts of Orders

(ist

2 ad 8 AU: 2% 2 ac SP x 2-16
Ao: 2

3 si YO AG x5 AC: 3 AC. 7

15
A 2 AG :

-15Br 1G
74

: x25 \A : fac, x2

regi G
2 :

Ep go to order at 27 go bs order at a cer Av
6

Ns

44

2
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Code 1X

Orders, Effects of Orders Storgc :

gp next joo

Code A

2 ts BO Ba: a,

ry

a

6 Bl AU: ad B nt aC: ad B ate

LO ea 8 4 AG? ACs a

ta Ad
14 2. 34

15 t : AD

Al ca Bnt3 AC; a,
AG: ax El sx2 B

AC: a x +3 ad B (n-1)+3 2

4 ar AG: aX *a 81 12

5 ad B (n-2) + 3 AG: +a x 4 a2

26 ar AG:a,
2ax +8 x

1
a D~ 1

n
n+2>+xa x

o * Bts B B2; ax +
nel x+

Effects wt OrdersBrirects of Orders Ste:
cycle) _

AU; a 2A

Als a x 7:a B

4 or E 2 AU, ax AC; a 4+
:

ad K AG? a ac: a
yh n-2+ axx +5

B3: a n=] B23: 2 1x +B 36

AC; ad B ac, ad Ba A 9

9 te AS
5; ad B

ai B
AS: ac

> ts AS to
+ 34 A

:

16 ep next fob
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w
i

ny

va

Ca &

al
td

Ba

2 and 12)

4s 17 to

oom

next Jab

Bede :

Effectsof {Orders

AC: ad 16

register 6. ad i6
AC: +
register l7ra; +0

me)

i=

ac,

AC

register 17m. me a =

aC ad LE + (m-1)

AC, ad
ac ai eo
}rerister 6 al lb
AG Man

If o "no, have finivhed

10

General : yure

PReses ore:
| may ney ha"
changed inc. pre-
vious use
oods,

de

Orde, 4

: :

a 62

8 ca
4 ta 17m

Form, mad 1/?,:2

m

AC:5

de10
>al 1

er 1

1 :

t

{nerease om by1
i

m

4

t

} a

14 it By
j

[ap

2

1
16+
4 7

15

ad 16
af lo*n
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AG.]

Bi

co
Co

4

ta

Ca

~,A41

Tolar

Pag
Code AIT

Accumulator ContentsOrders

Prepar.RD

ad BL

x See AL.4, A&,2 Ts x greatest

(Initially m = 2)

ca Co Change order 42.2

Sa vm Change

ta "(m+1) i [o ea Clmth),

no ye7

ot Ans a x

a

(max of x
See Ale, A3.2

be Ac 1

te an Cm
i

ad BJ.

td AZ a

43 15 fa mtl> n?2

ta Ag,

Ja See ad.2 in

ts 34

Deta Code

wel 1
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WAU ihe

ca CLC) a
hook :

% Sea 2

@ yoke, alah ois

ta He fa

A2.1 va C(O) Fut. the ore: S(O)
2 td A4.2 in

AS J AG ar Utm-1) See az 2, as 2 the in
5 A'e.2 trom mr

te mr Com)

:Vat

ding

:
: aa 1

: a
Oe & Al .2, 4.4 :

:

4

a = z hd as
&

& tt.

yas4 :

4

ry

As} Ts next Jan

e Poe
4

34
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Cota XIV

H

;

~

Put ofWL G
wou Ad
A2

AZ-1 wa BS Obtain end at reSee Al.3, A5.2
2 ur BS (m*1)2x

3 a B x,a.x (m) (mtL}
x2

21
7

4 guBbl x:
mt] ) See Al.2,43.2(mn)

e te :

{m*} )(m*} ) Sture x
ehe next cycle

Obtain anda4, 4 ature1

cmt) (m*} )
:

(m*]x 2x2xé 2 }

See Al: (ath } {m)x.
te 4

1

m*} Store x far:

7 at, : Yes. 5t he next oyo?

1 le x x& x Lum+} )

10
[x1 1

:

; 3

4 ap Ar j

a wun B 4 «. ?Ts Ke
19

2x2 :

a pi
2 2x 2(m+) )

ea ihe
:

sp 7

4 1 :

ap next jotry neat jab:3

Used for x,>»
(a) See As .2,

tae MaUsed t x.(ary K. a

é Poet,
44 4 a : & :c
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Code XY

B5 k x2 (BE contains n) :

3 ad RG (hk) : jection

:
7 tHe atti: contains @)

vm Ad :

1

er
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AS.L

An 1

Ao.L

tA
68

A? .

ep

Sata

15

ied

Cage XVI

AC contains b

Bo flop x2
ac

+Al E.. & :

Di
c

w
te
r

Au containg 2
BR K

kc

{1 Y2} kqV 2

a*,

n 4B2
15

3 gr 2 4
te BS4

btain andmr ux 2

3
2 2

2)
x

1 8 442
24

te Ba3

obtain and snoreBs see Al4ve
A% and

4iv 4 :

Bx See 42.34

ath by ex 1

te :

sr x,

a
te

beats and gborefrSua AL 44
de3

Bx,> Vo
nee AG G

Va 44

te PO

iPat nm tu address
leaction of af wider

B Sea
+

a5

tA?2 and abtaia3
k 40 BR

al :
ia A

ad 2
+ "t a

6 q Saxmo : reler
Va

2mY Sea24 ::

ts

an

Note ata of following page.
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Used for nx
2
4

4
X.,

C2

DataStoragefor Cod AVI

8

B2.
BS. 2

2

BS, " 2x, U4 } = 0 -

2q
4

2
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et Bl
2 at Be

Ae J er L

2 ad Cl
3 ts BS
4 au. C2

3 dv BS

7 te B4

AZ} ar 34

te

ha -d ar &

ad ul

3 mY 25

4

te 3a

ADL 84

2 ad KB

3 te By

Ao.) vB
2 04

3 td Aas 1

AZUL sl . 18

2 mr ote)

3 ad bo

AB 1

@ 2 or B4

a be a

AY oh

Code XVII

a
AC contains b

OD saisi ar Fi : t :

B2 contains n x ots

vn, Ve

» Ve
2 4

ay
2 V3
16aie, 2
16 4

fly')

y ry") See ag.6

fDty) fly

wu x 27

aC contains mx 2
BR k

(1 - V2)
2K,

:

ana 8
b
2

2 4

el LS 5 See A2.16

{Obtain and store y 2sea 42.7
3

7

and etore tly") 5

vata otorage om tollowing page

i

:

+ V24
nee ABS

4

ad

Ohntain and etore

Put m in address
af a1 order AaB i

obtain k i Mh BR

Obtain 2 *a

y
4Obtain aul ature

1

To next joc
t

-2..
{k ey) tly )

section!
ana1

®
y sae a6 32 2 2er

:

Seq ASG2
2
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Bl
B2

B3

Data Storage for Code

ee

Used for nx 2

Q +y) t(y*) =
2q

Na
2

#
15 4

Ce Ve2
242

2

f(y") GS aV22
16

4 2 1
b

4

4
42{ &



AD t 2

BS
3 sp A52

Ag.L o3

3 upl-)A2.6
4 ca A&2.1

5 td a2?
& ca A2.1

gad Bi
6 td A2)
9 gu BS

AZ.] ca A2.2
2 tad A4.3
3 td a4.6

@ A&,] ca =

2 ts &
va

4 tg ==

5 ca B4
6 tse --

AD5S.1 ca, 85
2 td af.2
a td A4.1
4 td A4,4
5 ad Bl
6 ts 85
? td A2,1
8 eu 583
9 ep-)A2.1

BUCYt a a2 : f:
: :

ds x

ca Cl

See A5.7,A2.8

See A5.2, A2.5

es RC x

es RC x See A2.3
se RC x

(mtl-n) x

ad RC (min x,)

See A.3
min nne See

See A5.4

See AZ.3

ee Ck See AL.2,45.6

es C(ke+1)

(etl) = u

Find which of the
registers Ck to Cn
contains the lsast
number .
(k takes the velues
1, 2, y

2 ad

1)

15
10 JAZ . 1

Prepare io transfer
the least nuuber

Interchange the least
number with the
number in Ck

Prepare to deal
with the vext
value of k.

é

:

yee

+
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Data Storage for Code XV

Bl 2 1
2 es Cl

3 cs Cn

Used for x
5 ees Ck

Cl 2
1

x
2

{The nunbere in
Cl tu Cr are

a renaned after
énch cycle)

x
n

Vava Svorage for Code XIX

yy 2

Bu ca Clo * 2)

ca Clc + a)

Gla} « («, all x?

Gl, CZ, On cose

(2

Be

1"
7 : 15 x SodSie + 0)

xGtcle + 1), cle + 2), 19

eg n, is some arrangement of Cl, us, Cn.where CFy? 1, aa



Nota

Al 1 B4.
2 '10.1

ova -

2 4a Bl
3 td A2.4
4 ca --

5 ts B2

43.1 ea AZ.\

td

2 au BS
3 td AS i
4 ta a6 }

ta
2 ta AS 3
2 Ca

. @ 4 an fe
5 op(-)As 2

as ] Ca
2 ts

A5.
ap AA)

Ag ol aé. "

2 td AB 4
3 :a BL
4 tas

Ag.L A2,1
2 ad BS

ALD. $a
2 gv BS
3 cp(-)ae.d

E-2OCC -

Prepare ta gett = 2
:

49 :

va C(e+t)

ca
See Ad.1, A4,2
ta C(ctt--m)

See AL

See 44.)

ca uf utt--m)

te

x MP, See AL.2
See 48.2

ta viet)
ca afotptl )

Seo Al.2,A9-2
(t+1-n) x

"4 :

contained tn

» Cp

also number xi")
contained in Cp,

A2.1 15
Py See AlO.3

:

2

(ott),
(t) See A2.3

Prepare to m =

BSet Lo newAG
:

1

at address
Obtain ght)a

4AD,1 Sea A4 3x2

Transfer address 1
Cut aed)
Prepare to add 4ne

x tp tem dea 44.44

ty n2

Put address Up, du

2
15 C(ctt-m*i)

1

1

[Prepare tu add ane to t

Set to new t

Ts new tn?

BND

noAe ol.
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